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A B S T R A C T

At the core of any time projection chamber lies the electric field. The field is re-
sponsible for the separation of electron-ion pairs created during charged particle
interactions as well as their transport to the readout plane. Any non-uniformity in
the electric field causes distortions to a drifted ionization track, impacting the de-
tectors spatial resolution and calorimetric capabilities. Both the spatial and calori-
metric capabilities are central to the time projection chamber and provide their key
advantage over other detector technologies The effect is particularly prominent in
large scale liquid argon time projection chambers used for precision neutrino ex-
periments. Sampling the detector with intrinsically straight ultraviolet laser beams
while recording the distorted ionization signal provides a probe of the electric field.
In this thesis the necessary hard- and software of such an ultraviolet laser system
used to characterize the electric field in a liquid argon time projection chamber is
outlined. Furthermore, the deployed methods to recover a spatial distortion and
electric field map are described and verified against simulations. In case of the
MicroBooNE detector, a map of the spatial distortion was obtained and a maximal
spatial distortion of 20± 4 cm has been observed. Furthermore, the electric field
has been reconstructed within the coverage limits of the laser system, a maximal
distortion from the nominal field of 15± 4 % has been measured. The temporal
distortion variation of the spatial distortion in drift direction has been observed to
be 2.2± 0.3 mm over two hours. Correlations between neighboring wires suggest
that these features extend up to 20 cm.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Time Projection Chambers have become an indispensable tool in particle physics.
With this type of detector it is possible to obtain precise three-dimensional trajec-
tories and calorimetric information in the same instrument, allowing for precision
particle identification. Moving from the inert gaseous low-density target media
towards high density media, such as liquid argon, greatly increases particle inter-
action probabilities. Yet, for the notoriously low cross-section of the neutrino, a
massive multi-tonne-scale detector is necessary to boost the interaction rate to an
acceptable level. Paired with a high flux neutrino beam, produced by a particle
accelerator, liquid argon time projection chambers are a state-of-the-art technology
to probe the nature of the neutrino.

Neutrinos were proposed more than 80 years ago, it took 30 years until they
were first detected. In the remaining 50 years, improvements in all aspects of de-
tector technology has slowly enabled to probe the nature of the neutrino in more
detail. Together with advances in other fields of physics, this has brought fascinat-
ing insights into the fundamental forces of nature, but has also risen new questions.
Among these are the origin of the observed matter and anti-matter asymmetry, the
nature of the neutrino mass (Dirac or Majorana) and the neutrino mass hierarchy.
Answers to these questions have come within reach with the progression of neu-
trino detectors to precision experiments, such as DUNE, a massive liquid argon
time projection chamber. This technology will provide the required precision not
only to answer questions in the neutrino sector, but also in the astroparticle sec-
tor, i.e proton decay and supernovae observations. Until today neutrino oscillation
searches have determined three mixing angles and two mass splittings with a high
confidence, meanwhile LSND and MiniBooNE have recorded signals incompatible
with these measurements. Both experiments observed an excess of low energetic
neutrino signals, but were unable to determine its origin. As a successor of the two
experiments, MicroBooNE’s primary objective is to investigate this anomaly using
a liquid argon time projection chamber in the Booster Neutrino Beam at Fermilab.
While MicroBooNE has a strong physics objective in itself, technologies deployed
and know-how gained during its entire lifetime will greatly influence the design
of DUNE.

Using large quantities of liquid argon as a dense target material to perform
precision measurements poses several challenges. Among these are the cryogenic
operation, low signal amplification and argon purity considerations. In addition to
these challenges, the most crucial parameter to control in a time projection chamber
is the electric field. The electric field is responsible for the separation of electrons
from ions, preserving the ionization track. The electric field governs the speed
at and path trough which this cloud of ionization electrons drifts towards to the
readout plane. Hence, the electric field ultimately defines the spatial resolution
and calorimetric precision of the detector. Many factors influence the electric field,

1



2 introduction

for example the detector geometry or the electric potentials applied to establish it.
But the main contribution to field inhomogeneities, for a detector located on the
earth’s surface, is the accumulation of positive charge produced by the constant
penetration by cosmic radiation. These minimum ionizing particles create a con-
stant source of positive argon ions. Opposite to the fast electrons (vd = 1 µm s−1),
these drift along the field at speeds of the order of 1 mm s−1, thus remaining in the
detector for minutes before neutralization at the cathode. In this way space charge
builds up and severely impacts the nominal electric field, affecting the fiducial
volume as well as tracking and calorimetric capabilities of the detector.

Therefore, accurate knowledge of the spatial and electric field distortion is nec-
essary to characterize a liquid argon time projection chamber used as a high pre-
cision instrument. Ionization tracks introduced by an ultraviolet laser with a well-
defined straight trajectory can be used to recover this information. A distortion
map can be obtained by sampling the detector volume with such tracks and cal-
culating the residuals compared to the expectations. An electric field map can
subsequently be derived from this distortion map. Within this thesis all the nec-
essary hardware and software developed to steer an ultra violet laser beam into
the active volume of a liquid argon time projection chamber are presented. Fur-
thermore, the commissioning, operation and initial calibration of the system are
discussed. This concludes the first ever deployment of a laser calibration system
on a liquid argon time projection chamber. Finally, the methodology for the deriva-
tion of the distortion and electric field maps are presented and validated against a
full detector simulation. The magnitude of the variation in time of the electric field
is investigated.



2
N E U T R I N O S A N D N E U T R I N O O S C I L L AT I O N

2.1 brief history of neutrinos

After Pauli postulated the neutrino to fulfill conservation of energy and angu-
lar momentum in β-decays in 1930 [1], almost 25 years passed until Cowan and
Reines provided experimental proof [2] for the existence of neutrinos. Since then
many other experiments were conducted to investigate neutrino properties, but
still open questions exist. In 1968 strong evidence was found for neutrino flavor os-
cillation when R. Davis Jr and collaborator attempted to detect neutrinos produced
in thermonuclear reaction in the solar core [3, 4]. Later the oscillation model was
confirmed with measurements of the angular distribution of neutrinos induced by
cosmic rays penetrating the upper atmosphere [5, 6]. The picture was completed
by the exposure of detectors to man-made neutrinos (accelerators and reactors) [7,
8, 9, 10, 11]. All this experimental evidence leads to the conclusion that neutrinos
are massive particles, however oscillation experiments are unable to provide infor-
mation about the absolute masses. Experiments carefully measuring kinematics of
the β-decay have so far set upper limits to absolute neutrino masses [12, 13]. Ob-
servations of the cosmic microwave background constrain the sum of the neutrino
masses [14].

2.2 neutrinos in the standard model

The standard model is a physical description of the interactions between elemen-
tary particles. The elementary particles are divided in three generations. The elec-
tron, the electron neutrino and the up- and down quarks (e, νe, u, d) together are
called the first generation. Placed in the second generation are the muon, the muon
neutrino, the charm and strange quarks (µ, νµ, c, s). The third generation contains
the tau, the tau neutrino and the bottom and top quarks (τ, ντ, b, t). Within the
standard model framework, three interactions between these particles exist: the
electromagnetic, strong and weak force. Each force is mediated by one or more
force carrier particles, the photon (γ) mediates charge in electromagnetic interac-
tions, gluons (g) mediated so called color in strong interactions and intermediate
vector bosons mediate the weak charge (W±, Z) for the weak interaction. There are
electrically charged and neutral particles, and in the same fashion there are colored
and colorless particles, but all particles carry weak charge. The elementary parti-
cles can be divided into the spin-1/2 group called leptons and the spin-1 group
called bosons. All mediators of forces are bosons, whereas all particles in the first
to the third generation are fermions. Furthermore, the recently discovered Higgs
boson is part of the Standard Model, giving mass to all fermions. All particles
listed above are shown in Figure 2.1

3



4 neutrinos and neutrino oscillation

Figure 2.1: Overview of the particles described in the Standard Model, adapted from [15].



2.2 neutrinos in the standard model 5

Quarks carry color and are electrically charged (±1/3 or ±2/3), hence they are
subject to strong, weak and electromagnetic forces. The other two particles in each
generation are called leptons and are only subject to interactions via the electro-
magnetic and weak force, since both of them are colorless. The electrically neutral
neutrinos are even more restricted and can only interact trough the weak force.
There are two fundamentally different kinds of weak interactions: charged (medi-
ated by W±) and neutral (mediated by Z). For both interactions the fundamental
Feynman graphs are shown in Figure 2.2. Neutral interactions include any lepton
or quark, example processes are neutrino electron scattering e− + νµ → e− + νµ

and neutrino proton scattering p + νµ → p + νµ. Notice that any process medi-
ated by a photon can also mediated by a Z. Charged interactions are special in
the sense that in these the flavour of the incoming and outgoing particle changes,
in no other interaction of the standard model this is possible. For example a neg-
ative lepton (could be e−, µ− or τ−) is converted to the corresponding neutrino
νl under the emission of an W−. As usual the primitive vertex is combined to
form more complex interactions, such as the electron or muon neutrino scatter-
ing νµ + e− → +νµ + µ−. Since their flavor changing behavior, charged neutral
currents represent the only true mode for particle decay, in which neutrinos are
produced. An unique behaviour of neutrinos arises from their handedness. A par-

Figure 2.2: Fundamental Feynman graphs for the weak interactions, neutral (right) and
charged (left) current. For the neutral interaction f can be any quark or a lepton.

ticle’s handedness is related to its helicity, which is the projection of a particles
spin (σ) onto its momentum vector (~p). The particle has a positive helicity if this
projection is aligned with the momentum vector. Vice versa, if the projection is
not aligned with the particles momentum. If a particle is massive the helicity is
dependent on the reference frame, an observer can always ’overtake’ the particle
and so change its helicity. Massless particles however cannot be overtaken since
they travel at the speed of light. The handedness of a particle can be determined
by applying the chiral projection operators

PR =
1
2
(1 + γ5), PL =

1
2
(1− γ5). (2.1)

Here the Dirac γ-matrices are defined as in [16]. Each particle spinor can be de-
composed into right- and left-handed chiral components

u =
1
2
(1 + γ5)u +

1
2
(1− γ5)u = PRu + PLu (2.2)



6 neutrinos and neutrino oscillation

A unique feature of the charged weak interaction is that only the left-handed par-
ticles and right-handed antiparticles are affected by it. Because of this only left-
handed neutinos and right-handed antineutrinos can be observed.

2.3 neutrino oscillation

As mentioned in the introductory chapter, neutrino oscillations have been ob-
served, where a neutrino of a certain flavour has a non-zero transition probabil-
ity into a different flavour after a certain propagation time and distance. This be-
haviour can not be explained in a minimalistic Standard Model. Only by adding
masses to the individual neutrinos the observed behaviour can be reproduced. The
following discussion is largely based on [16]. An in-depth review of neutrino oscil-
lations can be found in [17] or [18].

The mass eigenstates, which describe the physical states of particles, are the
free-particle Hamiltonian which satisfy,

H|ψ〉 = i
∂ψ

∂t
|ψ〉 = E|ψ〉. (2.3)

The time evolution of mass eigenstates is described in a first approximation as a
simble plane wave by

ψ(~x, t) = φ(~x)e−iEt. (2.4)

Neutrinos are produced in flavour eigenstates but are propagated in space and
time in mass eigenstates. There is no physical reason for identity of the mass and
flavour eigenstates. This leads to the conclusion that, for example, the electron
flavour state is a linear combination of the three mass eigenstates. In quantum
mechanics the relation between the different eigenstates can be expressed as a
unitary matrix U: νe

νµ

ντ

 =

Ue1 Ue2 Ue3

Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3

Uτ1 Uτ2 Uτ3


ν1

ν2

ν3

 . (2.5)

The flavour eigenstate propagates as a linear superposition of the mass eigen-
states until the wave function is collapsed, producing a observable flavour eigen-
state. When the masses of ν1, ν2 and ν3 differ, phase differences between the mass
eigenstate components of the wavefunction arise. This phenomenon is then leading
to neutrino flavour oscillation.

It is instructive to describe the neutrino oscillation in a two neutrino scenario, as
it will permit to showcase the underlying mathematical patterns in an easily un-
derstandable framework. Hence, we consider only the e and µ flavour eigenstates,
correspondingly only two mass eigenstates are necessary. The mass eigenstates
propagate in the form of plane waves,

|ν1(t)〉 = |ν1〉e~x~p−E1t = e−ip1x,

|ν2(t)〉 = |ν2〉e~x~p−E2t = e−ip2x,
(2.6)
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where (Ei,~p) and i = 1, 2 are the respective energy and three-momenta of the
νi and pix = Et− ~pi~x is the Lorentz-Invariant phase. In the two flavour case the
unitary mixing matrix can be expressed by a single mixing angle φ,(

νe

νµ

)
=

(
Ue1 Ue2

Uµ1 Uµ2

)(
ν1

ν2

)
=

(
cos θ sinθ

− sin θ cos θ

)(
ν1

ν2

)
. (2.7)

Suppose we start out with an electron neutrino (e.g from a muon decay) at t = 0.
The wavefunction at this time is the superposition of the two mass eigenstates of
the electron.

|ψ(~x, t)〉 = |νe〉 = cos θ|ν1〉+ sin θ|ν2〉 (2.8)

The wavefunction at any given time t is therefore given by the superposition of the
two mass eigenstates and the propagation description from Equation 2.3,

|ψ(~x, t)〉 = cos θ|ν1〉e−ip1x + sin θ|ν2〉e−ip2x (2.9)

If the neutrino interacts at time T and distance L, the phases can be expressed as

φi = pix = EiT − piL. (2.10)

hence,
|ψ(L, T)〉 = cos θ|ν1〉e−iφ1 + sin θ|ν2〉e−iφ2 (2.11)

Inverting Equation 2.7 yields,(
ν1

ν2

)
=

(
cos θ − sin θ

sin θ cos θ

)(
νe

νµ

)
(2.12)

Using this expression, the mass eigenstates can be expressed in terms of flavour
eigenstates in Equation 2.3, this yields

|ψ(L, T)〉 = cos θ(cos θ|νe〉 − sin θ|νµ〉)e−iφ1

+ sin θ(sin θ|νe〉+ cos θ|νµ〉)e−iφ2

= (e−iφ1 cos2 θ + e−iφ2 sin2 θ)|νe〉+ (e−iφ2 − e−iφ1) sin θ cos θ|νµ〉
= e−iφ1

[
(cos2 θ + ei∆φ12 sin2 θ)|νe〉+ (1− ei∆φ12) sin θ cos θ|νµ〉

]
,

(2.13)

with
∆φ12 = φ1 − φ2 = (E1 − E2)T − (p1 − p2)L. (2.14)

From the last expression of Equation 2.13 it becomes apparent that if there is no
phase difference (∆φ12 = 0) the muon component of the wavefunction vanishes.
In this case only electron neutrino states remain in the wavefunction. If there is a
phase difference (∆φ12 6= 0), muon neutrino components are present in the wave-
function. The amplitudes of the electon and muon neutrino components can be
written as

|ψ(L, T)〉 = ce|νe〉+ cµ|νµ〉, (2.15)
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where ce = 〈νe|ψ〉 and cµ = 〈νµ|ψ〉. The probability that a electron neutrino will
appear as an muon neutrino after the distance L and time T is given by

P(νe → νµ) = cµc∗µ = (1− ei∆φ12)(1− e−i∆φ12) sin2 θ cos2 θ

= (2− (ei∆φ12 + e−i∆φ12)) sin2 θ cos2 θ

= (2− 2 cos φ12)
1
4

sin2 2θ

= sin2 φ12

2
sin2 2θ

(2.16)

Therefore the neutrino flavor changing probability depends on the mixing angle θ

and the phase difference φ12. Assuming that the momenta of the two eigenstates
are equal (p1 = p2 = p) without any physical justification, Equation 2.14 reduces to
∆φ12 = (E1 − E2)T. A detailed discussion, treating the neutrino as a wave-packet
instead of a plain wave can be found in [19]. Expressing the energy in terms of
momentum and mass E2

i = m2
i + ~p2 yields,

∆φ12 = (E1 − E2)T =

[
p

√
1 +

m2
1

p2 − p

√
1 +

m2
2

p2

]
(2.17)

The square root can be approximated by 1 +
m2

i
2p2 because m � E, hence the phase

difference reduces to

∆φ12 =
m2

1 −m2
2

2p
L (2.18)

where T ≈ L (in natural units) because the neutrino mass is very small. Inserting
Equation 2.18 into Equation 2.16 and writing Eν = p gives the transition probability
in terms of the square mass difference and neutrino energy,

P(νe → νµ) = sin2 ( (m2
1 −m2

2)L
4Eν

)
sin2 2θ (2.19)

This term can be rewritten in terms of units encountered in neutrino experiments,
where L[km], E[GeV], ∆m2 = m2

1 −m2
2[eV],

P(νe → νµ) = sin2 (1.27
∆m2[eV]L[km]

4Eν[GeV]

)
sin2 2θ (2.20)

Figure 2.3 shows three oscillation probability curves, each corresponding to a dif-
ferent mass splitting. For increasing mass splitting the wavelength of the oscillation
increases. The amplitude of the oscillation probability is determined by sin22θ, the
mixing matrix governs the amplitude. Also, for relatively small distances oscilla-
tion probabilities are very small, which explains why neutrino oscillation was not
observed in experiments with a relatively small distance between neutrino source
and their detection.

As mentioned above, the equal momentum assumption has no physical basis, it
is therefore necessary to treat the dispersion relation in Equation 2.14 in a wave-
packet framework. Luckily, however, the equal momentum assumption is irrele-
vant in the derivation of the oscillation probability, as the wave-packet treatment
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Figure 2.3: Neutrino oscillation probabilities versus propagation distances. Different
colours correspond to different mass splitting.

yields the same results. A detailed wave-packet treatment of neutrino oscillation
can be found in [17].

Although the simplification of considering only two neutrino flavours instead
of three, nearly all relevant physics has been present in the above derivation. The
fact that the neutrino oscillation arises from the relationship between mass- and
flavour-eigenstates and a phase difference in the time dependant wavefunction
stays valid in the three neutrino case.
In the three-flavour treatment of neutrino oscillations, the three weak eigenstates
are related to the mass eigenstates by the 3× 3 unitary Pontecorvo-Maki- Nakagawa-
Sakata (PMNS) matrix shown in Equation 2.5. Due to the unitary nature of the mix-
ing matrix, the matrix can be parameterized by three mixing angles and one phase.
In general 6 phases are necessary to define a unitary matrix, but 5 phases can be
absorbed into non-observable phases. The three mixing angles are denoted by θ12,
θ23, θ13 and the phase, which is actually violating charge-parity (CP) symmetry is
δCP.

UPNMS =

Ue1 Ue2 Ue3

Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3

Uτ1 Uτ2 Uτ3



=

1 0 0

0 c23 s23

0 −s23 c23


 c13 0 s13e−iδ

0 1 0

−s13e−iδ 0 c13


 c12 s12 0

−s12 c12 0

0 0 1

 ,

(2.21)
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where cij = cosθij and sij = sinθij. Given the PNMS matrix the three neutrino
oscillation probability can be written in a very similar fashion to Equation 2.19,

P(να → νβ) = δαβ − 4 ∑
j>i

UαiUβjU∗αiUβj sin2 ∆ij , (2.22)

with

∆ij =
(m2

i −m2
j )L

4Eν
. (2.23)

As in the two neutrino case, the mixing matrix elements affect solely the ampli-
tude of the flavor changing probability. Whereas the phase difference or the mass
splitting respectively define the frequency of the oscillation pattern. An individual
oscillation probability may depend on three possible mass splitting. As an example
the electron survival probabily depends on the three mass splittings ∆m2

12, ∆m2
32

and ∆m2
13. But only two of them are independent because of ∆m31 = ∆32 + ∆21. As

we have seen in the previous section the neutrino oscillation probabilities depend
on the square mass splitting. Therefore, it is not possible to measure the absolute
mass of a neutrino with any oscillation experiment. Experiments suggest that the
neutrino mass spectrum is formed by a duo of small splitting and by a third lone
neutrino state. The lone neutrino may be much heavier or much lighter than the
duo, denoted as normal and inverted hierarchy, respectively. The two cases are
illustrated in Figure 2.4. In a third scheme, the lightest neutrino’s mass squared
is large compared with the mass squared differences. Consequently, all neutrinos
have a similar mass. This scheme is called quasi-degenerate hierarchy.

v1

v2

v3

νe νµ ντ

∆m2
12

∆m2
23

v1

v2

v3
νe νµ ντ

∆m2
12

∆m2
23

Figure 2.4: Mass splitting for normal (left) and inverted (right) neutrino hierarchy.

2.4 the neutrino oscillation landscape

Neutrino oscillation experiments at many different baselines and neutrino energy
ranges have been conducted. Neutrinos of different flavor are produced in nuclear
reactors, proton accelerators, the sun and cosmic rays, all of them are used as neu-
trino source for oscillation measurements. These experiments have confirmed that
the neutrino flavor eigenstates produced in weak interactions are linear combina-
tions of mass eigenstates, according to Equation 2.5. However, the limitation to
three neutrino flavors, has no theoretical foundation. But it has been experimen-
tally established that at least three types of neutrino exist and participate in oscil-
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lations [20]. The so called Euler angles in Equation 2.21 have been measured to be
sin2 θ12 = 0.307± 0.013, sin2 θ23 = 0.51± 0.04 and sin2 θ13 = 0.0210± 0.0011 [20].
In the three neutrino case on can write two distinct differences of the square mass,
combining all measurements the current values are ∆m2

12 = 7.37± 0.51× 10−5 eV2

and ∆m2
23 = 2.56± 0.12× 10−3 eV2 [21]. In Figure 2.7 for each of the three mixing

angles and the two mass splittings an experimental result is depicted. The quoted
values are valid for normal hierarchy, the values and error estimates vary if in-
verted hierarchy is assumed. An extensive discussion of all neutrino oscillation
experiments would go beyond the scope of this introduction. A detailed discus-
sion of long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiments can be found in [22], reactor
based experiments are treated in [23] and a review of solar and atmospheric neu-
trino experiments can be found in [24, 25]. Neutrino oscillation experiments are
unable to measure the absolute mass, however future experiments will be able to
determine the mass hierarchy and the value of the CP-violating phase δCP.

The main motivation for MicroBooNE are anomalies found within the 3× 3 os-
cillation picture described so far. Among these hints, LSND and MiniBooNE have
been the most influential for the physics case of MicroBooNE. Both experiments
observed an oscillation signal for νµ → νe in the mass splitting rage of ∆m ≈ 1 eV.
Which is well outside the established mass splittings quoted above.

LSND, short for Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector, was the first experiment
to obtain evidence of the anomaly [26]. LSND used a stopped pion souce neutrino
beam produced at Los Alamos National Laborator, where 798 MeV protons were
impinged onto a target-dump construction, producing pion and muon decays at
rest. A cylindrical tank, 8.3 m long and 5.7 m in diameter, placed 29.8 m away from
the neutrino source was filled with 167 t of liquid scintillator(CH2 with 0.031 g L−1

butyl-PBD). 1220 Photomultiplier Tubes (PMTs) mounted on the inner surface of
the tank were recording promt positron signals from the inverse β-decay (ν̄e + p→
e+ + n) followed by a correlated 2.2 MeV photon emission from neutron capture.
LSND recorded a total event excess over the expected backround of 87.9± 22.4 [27],
the corresponding event distribution as a function of neutrino energy is shown
in Figure 2.5. The best fit parameters for two neutrino oscillation (according to
Equation 2.20) reported by LSND are sin2 θ = 0.003 and ∆m2 = 1.2 eV2 [27], which
are the parameters used to estimate the beam excess in Figure 2.5.

MiniBooNE was build to investigate the excess observed by LSND, it is hosted
at the Booster Neutrino beam at Fermilab and used a beam of neutrinos produced
by a high energetic proton hitting a beryllium target producing pions and Kaons.
These mesons sequentially decay in a 50 m long tunnel into muon neutrinos. Due
to the beam construction, the beam could be configured to either produce muon
neutrinos or anti-neutrinos. The same beam is used in MicroBooNE, also see Sec-
tion 4.1 for more details. Neutrinos were detected in a spherical tank (diameter
12.2 m) filled with CH2 (806 t) [28]. Very similar to LSND, 1280 PMTs covered
the inner surface of the sphere, observing Cerenkov rings produced by final state
charged particles from neutrino interactions. During its 10 years of operation an
excess of 162.0± 47.8 in neutrino and 78.4± 28.5 in anti-neutrino mode were ob-
served. The energy distribution of the found events in both modes are shown in
Figure 2.6. The main background in the excess region of MiniBooNE is due to mis-
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Figure 2.5: LSND neutrino excess as a function of L/Eν. Adapted from [27].

identified chargeless pions. The neutral pion decays into two photons, the decay is
isotropic in the rest frame of the particle [29]. The momentum of the two photons in
the laboratory frame can therefore be asymmetric and possibly lead to a single ob-
servable photon. Which in turn can be mis-identified as an electron neutrino event.
Furthermore, the neutral pion production is enhanced at lower energies trough a
resonant process of the electron neutrino and a nucleon [30].

The excess of events observed in MiniBoonE is below the energy of 475 MeV,
in the neutrino case the excess is marginally compatible with the LSND excess.
However, the excess observed in the anti-neutrino channel is compatible with the
LSND excess. In 2018 the MiniBooNE released a study where the excess was con-
firmed using additional data, furthermore the excess in is now compatible with
LSND results [31]. Allowed regions for a two neutrino observation case in terms of
sin2 θ and ∆m2 for both experiments are shown in Figure 2.7. The surplus of events
recorded in MiniBooNE and LSND in the lower energy region is also known as the
Low Energy Excess (LEE). Further anomalies were observed in reactor [32] and gal-
lium [33] experiments. Although, recently these deficiencies in the so called reac-
tor sector have been accounted for by taking into account reactor fuel dynamics in
the flux predictions [34]. As already mentioned, oscillation limits from both experi-
ments are not compatible with the established three neutrino scenarios. Theoretical
effort is made to explain the observed oscillation anomalies with the introduction
of one or more sterile neutrinos [35]. The sterility of the neutrino has its origin
in the concept that only three mass eigenstates couple to the electroweak gauge
bosons, whereas the additional orthogonal eigenstates do not interact with these.
This opens the possibility of neutrino oscillation trough the sterile neutrino chan-
nel, while not interfering with the well-established measurement of the number
of three active neutrinos (by measureing the Z-boson decay width [36]). Micro-
BooNE’s objective is to investigate the LEE using the capabilities of Liquid Argon
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Figure 2.6: The reconstructed energy distribution of MiniBooNE in neutrino and anti-
neutrino mode. Adapted from [28].

Time Projection Chambers (LArTPCs) to determine if the excess is due to electrons
or photons, as mentioned earlier a question LSND and MiniBooNE are unable to
answer.
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L I Q U I D A R G O N T I M E P R O J E C T I O N C H A M B E R S

The Time Projection Chamber (TPC) was introduced by David Nygren in 1974 at
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory [41]. It was a successor of the the multi-
wire proportional chamber invented by Georges Charpak in 1968 [42], who was
awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1992 for this work. The invention of these
two techniques marked a milestone in the detection of ionizing radiation, intro-
ducing electronically readout capabilities for tracking detectors superior to those
of bubble chambers. Because of simpler detector setup, TPCs were initially filled
with noble gases where argon was the first choice in most cases. Liquefied Ar-
gon as detector medium were first proposed by Carlo Rubbia in 1977 [43]. In this
chapter the working principle of a liquid Argon TPC is discussed in detail.

3.1 working principle

In a TPC two parallel planes, anode and cathode, enclose the drift gap, which
can extend from a few millimeter to several meters depending on the application.
The cathode is connected to a negative electric potential, whereas the anode is
held at ground. Therefore, an electric field is present within the gap in between
the plates, in analogy to a plate capacitor. Field strengths typically reach several
100 V cm−1 for large scale experiments and 10 kV cm−1 for shorter drift distances.
Maximum uniformity of the field within the drift gap is achieved by placing field-
shaping electrodes equally spaced between cathode and anode. The potential of
each electrode is tuned such that the field within the cathode is homogeneous, this
is typically achieved by a high-ohmic resistors chain. A sensing plane spans up the
anode, in which the detector output signals are formed, by means of a spatially
segmented readout, consisting of two or more wireplanes oriented along different
directions. A wireplane consists of a collection of equally spaced conductive wires,
each used as a readout channel of the detector. It is possible to replace the wires
with pad electrodes, so to form a pixelated readout. A drawing of a TPC with a
two-wireplane read-out is shown in Figure 3.8.

An ionizing particle traversing a LArTPC creates pairs of positively charged ar-
gon ions Ar+ and quasifree electrons e− along its path (ionization track). Instead
of being ionized, an argon atom may be raised to an excited state, which eventually
leads to the emission of argon scintillation light during its de-excitation. The situa-
tion is illustrated in Figure 3.1 for a passing-through muon. Right after creation, an
electric field dependent amount of the electron-ion pairs recombines, resulting in
the emission of more scintillation light. Liquid argon is transparent to its own scin-
tillation light. It can thus be measured by photodetectors to use it as a trigger, to
provide the precise event time stamp t0 and to gain additional information about
an event to facilitate its reconstruction. The residual electrons and argon cations,
left after recombination, are separated by the presence of the electric field forcing
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Figure 3.1: LArTPC working principle in four steps. Each frame contains the basic mechan-
ical structure, the anode with readout wires on the left and the cathode on the
right, in between the field shaping rings are indicated on the top and bottom.
The electric field inside the detector points from left to right. The structure is
fully immersed in liquid argon, indicated in light blue. a) A muon passes trough
the detector from top to bottom, creating an ionization track in the liquid argon
electrons (e−) in green, argon (Ar+) ions in orange. Additionally scintillation
light is emitted (γ), drawn in purple, which is recorded by light sensitive detec-
tors. b) A certain fraction of the electron-ion pair is separated from each other
by the electric field present in the detector, the remaining fraction recombines. c)
Electrons drift towards the readout plane argon ions drift towards the cathode.
Electronegative impurities in capture a fraction of the drifting electrons. The
homogeneous electric field conserves the ionization track left behind by the
muon. d) The Electrons arrive at the readout plane and are registered, together
with the arrival time, by the readout wires.
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them to drift towards the anode or the cathode respectively. Their movements are
described by phases of acceleration, interrupted by collisions with the surrounding
atoms of the medium. This can be modelled by a finite average electron or ion drift
speed. Compared to the argon ions, electrons have a mobility which is higher by
orders of magnitude and, at a given electric field strength, they have much higher
drift speeds. In terms of overall detector performance, a fast charge transport is
favourable which is why the electrons rather than the ions are read out to obtain
information about the ionization track 2. Due to the high uniformity of the electric
field, the integrity of the original ionization track is kept during the drifting pro-
cess (c). Any field disuniformities would cause distortions of the track and strongly
affect the detector spatial resolution. During the drift, two physics processes have
an impact on the detector performance. Firstly, the drifting electrons are subject to
longitudinal (along the drift direction) and transverse (perpendicular to the drift
direction) diffusion, meaning that they do not strictly keep their positions relative
to one another, but rather they disperse. This limits the spatial resolution of the
device. Secondly, electronegative impurities, such as oxygen and water molecules
dissolved in the sensitive liquid argon volume, tend to attach electrons and thus
reduce the amount of charge drifting towards the read-out (c).

Consequently, impurities diminish the detector output signals and hence one
is interested in keeping their concentration in the device as low as possible. At
the sensing plane, the electrons are registered by the x-y segmented readout (d)
and the signals produced are subsequently amplified electronically. In addition to
measuring the x and y spatial coordinates, the electron arrival times are recorded.
Having knowledge of the event time stamp t0 , for instance from the measurement
of the scintillation light, the actual drift times td can be calculated from the arrival
times. Since t d is proportional to the drift distance, it is possible to obtain the third
spatial coordinates z of the ionization track to allow full 3D tracking. After doing a
thorough detector calibration and applying appropriate corrections for attachment
and recombination losses, the number of electrons collected at the read-out plane
yields calorimetric information about an event.

3.2 liquefied argon as a detection medium

Because atoms of noble liquids have fully occupied valence shell, they do not tend
to attach electrons. Together with the high electron mobility, these media allow an
efficient transport of electrons across long distances, a property of major relevance
for TPCs. Additionally, the availability of technology needed to reduce electron
capturing impurities in noble liquids make such detectors feasible. Key character-
istic of liquefied argon is summarized in Table 3.1. The ionization yield, stopping
power and operation temperature liquid xenon would be favourable over liquid
argon. However, argon is the third-most abundant gas in the earth atmosphere
(relative abundance of 1 %), whereas xenon is extremely rare (relative abundance
9.7× 10−10 %). Therefore the yield, hence reducing the cost, to obtain liquid argon
from liquefied air is much smaller compared to xenon. This rather low production
cost makes liquid argon a suitable candidate as a detector medium for kilo-ton
scale LArTPCs. From a safety standpoint the high density of argon leads to oxy-
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quantity symbol value

Atomic number Z 18

Molar mass M 39.948(1) g/mol

Atmospheric abundance ηatm 0.934 %vol.

Boiling point (BP) TBP 87.26 K

Melting point (MP) TMP 83.8(3) K

Density at normal BP ρBP 1396(1) kg/m3

Dielectric constant εr 1.505(3)

Ionization energy I 13.84 eV

Effective ionization potential Ic 188 eV

W-value for ionization Wi 23.6(3) eV/pair

W-value for scintillation Ws 19.5(10) eV/photon

Radiation length X0 14.0 cm

Nuclear interaction length λI 85.7 cm

Mean specific energy loss 〈dE/dx〉 2.12 MeV/cm

Critical energy (e−) Ec 32.84 MeV

Scintillation emission peak λs 128 nm

e− drift velocity ve 1.60(2) mm/µs

e− mobility µe
0 518(2) cm2/(Vs)

Ar+ drift velocity vi 8.0(4) · 10−6 mm/µs

Ar+ mobility µi
0 6.0 · 10−4 cm2/(Vs)

Table 3.1: Liquid argon properties [44, 45, 46]. TBP and TMP are at a pressure of 1 atm. Wi,
Ws and 〈dE/dx〉 are obtained for minimum ionizing particles. µe

0, µi
0 and ve, vi

are specified at TBP and E = 00 kV cm−1 and E = 0.5 kV cm−1.

gen deficiency hazards, because in confined spaces gaseous argon will displace all
air. This must be considered during building and operation of LArTPCs, especially
when underground. Being chemically inert no fire hazards arise from argon.

The need for cryogenic environment is a major challenge to overcome when
using liquid argon as a detector medium. Handling and running of the detector
become more complicated. Radioactive and scintillation light absorbing impurities,
such as Radon and Nitrogen, have to be addressed when operating LArTPCs. De-
spite all the above mentioned disadvantages and challenges, liquid argon serves
as an excellent detector medium, particularly for kilo-ton scale experiments.

3.3 energy dissipation in liquid argon

The mechanism for energy dissipation in a medium is depending on the type
of incident radiation. Charged particles, such as electrons or heavy charged par-
ticles, continuously interact trough the Coulomb force with electrons present in
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the medium trough which they pass. Neutral particles, such as neutrons, are not
exposed to Coulomb interaction, therefore this type of radiation have to undergo
catastrophic interactions with the constituent atoms. The photon represents a spe-
cial case of uncharged radiation, it is either fully absorbed and the interaction
product then ionizes the detector medium, or it is scattered at a relatively large
angle. Concerning neutrinos and antineutrinos crossing the detector, they can be
absorbed by the nuclei of the medium in weak interactions [47, 48, 49, 20].

Photons lose their energy via the processes of photoelectric absorption, Comp-
ton scattering, pair production and photo-nuclear interactions. In the process of
photoelectric absorption, an incoming photon undergoes an interaction with an
atom in which the incident photon is fully absorbed. In its place a photoelectron is
ejected from the bound shells of the atom. For a photon with sufficient energy to
overcome the binding energy EB the energy of the outgoing electron is given by

Ee− = Eγ − EB. (3.1)

For photons with energies above a few hundred keV, the photoelectron carries
the majority of the original photon energy. The interaction creates also an ionized
absorber atom, which is quickly neutralized trough capture of an free electron
from the medium and/or rearrangement of the electrons from the other shells. This
leads to the emission of a characteristic X-ray photon. In the process of Compton
scattering an incident photon is deflected by an absorber material electron. The
incoming photon is scattered at an angle θ with respect to its original direction.
A portion of its energy is transferred to the electron. All scattering angles are
possible, the energy transferred can range from zero to a substantial part of the
photon energy. Using the conservation of momentum and energy it is possible to
derive the photon energy after the scattering to be

E
′
=

E
1 + E

m0c2 (1− cos θ)
. (3.2)

The m2
c term corresponds to the electron rest mass (0.511 MeV). The cross section

of Compton scattering falls off gradually with increasing energy. Pair production
is only possible whenever the incoming photon energy exceeds twice the rest mass
of an electron (1.02 MeV). In the process, which can only happen in the Coulomb
field of a nucleus, the incoming photon is replaced by an electron position pair. All
excess kinetic energy is equally shared. The importance of pair production raises
sharply after the threshold energy and becomes dominant at several hundred MeV.
The absorption coefficients in liquid argon for the three processes described above
are summarized in Figure 3.2.

Heavy charged particles, such as muons or alpha particles, predominately inter-
act with matter trough Coulomb forces between them and the negatively charged
orbital electrons. Electromagnetic interactions with the atomic shell lead to ion-
ization, excitation and transfer of momentum (heat) [48, 49]. The latter process
becomes dominant when only elastic collisions in the medium are possible, this
happens when the charged particle energy falls below the ionization threshold.
Hence heat transfer losses are not measured in a TPC. Depending on the proximity
of the encounter (known as the impact parameter) the energy transfer from the
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Figure 3.2: Energy dependence of the main photon interaction processes in liquid argon
(86 K, standard pressure). Data provided by [50].

incoming particle to the shell electron can either be lifted to a high lying shell
(excitation) or can be completely removed from the atom (ionization). As the max-
imum energy transfer on a single encounter is limited to Emax ≈ 4Eme/m, where
E and m are the kinetic energy and the mass of the incoming particle and me the
electron mass [47]. Because this is a small fraction of the total energy, the incoming
particle must loose its energy in many such encounters during the passage trough
the absorber material. In the process of ionization, enough energy is transferred
from the ionizing particle to one of the shell electrons of an atom to overcome its
binding energy

Ar + χ→ Ar+ + e− + χ′, (3.3)

where χ and χ′ indicate the incoming particle before and after the interaction
respectively and Ar represents the argon atom. Until it looses all its energy, the
outgoing electron may have enough energy Ee for further ionization or excitation of
atoms. If the energy transferred to the shell electron is smaller than the ionization
potential of the medium, the atom may end up in a highly excited state Ar∗∗ [51]

Ar + χ→ Ar∗∗ + χ′. (3.4)
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These excited states are short-lived. Either trough non-radiative energy exchange
or by the emission of photons in the vacuum ultraviolet spectrum (at 104.8 nm and
106.7 nm) the excited atom de-excites to

Ar + Ar∗∗ → Ar + Ar∗ + heat, (3.5)

Ar + Ar∗∗ → Ar + Ar∗ + γ. (3.6)

The photons produced in the optical de-excitation of the Ar∗ can be re-absorbed
by other argon atoms, hence these transitions do not contribute to scintillation in
liquid argon. The mechanism responsible for the emission of scintillation light to
which argon is self-transparent is discussed in detail in Section 3.5.

When a heavy singly charged charged particle traverses trough a medium its
energy loss per unit distance is given by the Bethe-Bloch equation [20],

1
ρ

dE
dx

= −4πh̄2α2NA

me

z
β2

Z
A
[ln(

2mec2γ2β2

I
)− β2 − δ

2
] (3.7)

where

ρ is the density of the absorber material,

h̄ is the Planck constant,

α is the fine structure constant,

NA is the Avogadro number,

me is the electron mass,

z is the charge of the incident particle,

Z is the atomic number of the absorber,

A is the atomic weight of the absorber,

β = v
c with v the velocity of the incident particle,

γ = E
m0c2 with E the energy and m0 the rest mass of the incident particle,

I is the effective ionization potential of the material,

δ is a parameter describing the screening of the extended transverse electric field
of relativistic incident particles by the charge density of the atomic electrons
of the absorber.

The expression in brackets varies slowly with particle energy for non-relativistic
speeds (v � c). Thus, the general behavior can be inferred from the behavior of
the multiplicative factor. Therefore dE/dx varies with 1/v2, inversely with particle
energy. Equation 3.7 is generally valid for multiple particles as long as the particle
velocity is well above the speed of the orbital electrons of the absorber medium.
In the case of highly relativistic particles (v ≈ c), dE/dx depends logarithmically
on (βγ)2 = (p/mc)2, this results in a relativistic rise. Since Z/A stays roughly
constant, due to the equal number of protons and neutrons in the nuclei, dE/dx
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Figure 3.3: Energy loss of different particles in liquid argon, using liquid argon properties
from Table 3.1.

only depends on the material trough the density ρ. For muons, pions, protons,
deuterons and alpha particles the energy loss per unit distance in liquid argon is
depicted as colored lines in Figure 3.3.

Equation 3.7 well describes the energy loss mechanism of particles below 100 GeV
in liquid argon. The main signal event in MicroBooNE are muons produced in
quasi-elastic neutrino scattering off an argon atom [52]. The expected energy range
of the muons is 0.2 GeV to 1.5 GeV. Assuming a minimum ionizing energy loss of
roughly 2.1 MeV cm−1, these muons will penetrate liquid argon from 1 m to 7 m
and leave a trail of ionization, allowing tracking. An additional source of muons in
the detector is the bombardment of the atmosphere with cosmic rays. Trough a cas-
cade of decays, muons with energies in the range 1 GeV to 100 GeV are produced
and propagate to the earth surface [20]. Due to their high energy, these muons will
almost always fully penetrate the detector.

So far only heavy particles (m� me) where treated. Fast electrons and positrons
have to be treated differently since in this case the incident particle and the ab-
sorber particle have the same mass, the discussion of maximum energy transfer do
not hold anymore. A throughout discussion of the relevant processes is given in
[53]. Since the electron is considerably lighter, minimum ionization occurs ar much
smaller momenta compared to heavier particles, nevertheless the minimum energy
loss stays comparable. At higher particle velocities, the energy loss is not anymore
dominated by ionization but radiation losses within the Coulomb field present in
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the atom. The incident particle looses energy by emitting a photon. This process is
called Bremsstrahlung and its energy loss per unit distance is described by

1
ρ

dE
dx

= − E
X0

(3.8)

where the radiation length X0 is defined as

X0 ≈
1

4αnZ2r2
e ln(287/Z1/2)

(3.9)

The critical energy defines where both ionization and Bremsstrahlung losses
have equal amplitude. For liquid argon Ee

C = 32.84 MeV [20]. It can be shown that
the critical energy scales with the square particle mass (see [53]), hence the Eµ

C =

1300 GeV. Hence, the Bremsstrahlungs effects can be neglected for heavy particles
with momenta in the range up to 100 GeV. The ionization and Bremsstrahlung
energy losses (dashed), as well as the total energy loss (solid) are drawn in blue in
Figure 3.3.

The energy deposited per unit track length dE/dx is an important quantity for
particle identification and can be precisely measured in LArTPCs thanks to their ex-
cellent 3D tracking and calorimetric capabilities. For moderately relativistic heavy
(m ≥ mµ) charged particles, the Bethe-Bloch formula provides a good description
of dE/dx [20].

In addition to the above discussed energy loss processes, a particle traversing
a medium is deflected by many small angle scatters. This scattering occurs in the
Coulomb field of the nucleus and can is well described by the Molière’s theory
[54]. The scattering angle is distributed around θ = 0°. The central part (98 %) is
Gaussian while the tails are extended (larger than Gaussian). The root mean square
width of the central part is given by

θ0 =
13.6 MeV

βpc
z
√

x
X0

[1 + 0.038 ln(
x

X0
)] (3.10)

where βc, p and z are the particle velocity, momentum and the electric charge. X0

denotes the radiation length of the traversed medium and x specifies the thick-
ness of it. Figure 3.4 shows θ0 for muons for momenta from 200 MeV to 2000 MeV
traveling trough liquid argon of thickness from 0 cm to 500 cm.

3.4 recombination mechanisms

Due to the applied electric field, a fraction of the electron-ion pairs produced dur-
ing the ionization process are separated fast enough to prevent recombination.
Several models describing the processes involved in recombination exist [55, 56,
57]. The basic idea is that the ionized particles loose energy trough collisions with
surrounding particles within a few nanoseconds [58]. The free electron, created
during ionization, may remain in the vicinity of an ion, enabling re-capture. An
increase in electric field, and therefore the Coulomb force acting on the charged
particles, has a strong impact on the fraction of recombination. The higher the
field, the further (away from the ion) can the free electron travel, hence reducing
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Figure 3.4: θ0 contours in degrees for muons with various momenta (y-axis) after passage
trough multiple columns (x-axis) of liquid argon.

the chance of recombination. Figure 3.5 shows the dependence of recombination
on the field strength and the specific energy loss dE/dx as a saturation curve. Also
shown is the fraction of light collected as a fraction of total light collected at zero
field.

Early models by Onsager [55] did only take into account the electron ion pair
individually, not taking into account any neighboring charge. In contrast, Jaffé
introduced a column of charge density along the ionization track, to account for
collective effects from the surrounding charge. Hence, the electron will not only
recombine with its parent ion but with all nerby ions. Therefore, the recombination
fraction will depend on ionization density and thus on the particle type responsible
for ionization. The charge density will evolve in time, due to diffusion and as
the applied electric field will separate negative and positive charges. During this
separation process, any electron might recombine with a nearby ion, the charge
left after this is given by,

Q =
Q0

1 + q0F(E sin φ)
, (3.11)

here Q0 is the initially produced charge, q0 is the initial density of electron-ion pairs
and F is a function that depends on the electric field strength and the relative angle
φ of the ionization track with respect to the field lines. The fraction of electrons left
after recombination is given by R = Q/Q0. The electron and ion drift speeds are
assumed equal and their mobilities are regarded as constants.
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With the knowledge of Wi and dE/dx in liquid argon it is possible to calculate
the average distance between ionization centers to be of the order of 10 nm. In
comparison, electrons travel around 10× 103 nm before thermalization [59]. The
comparison between ion-ion distance and the electron thermalization distance in-
dicated that collective recombination processes dominate over parent-ion recombi-
nation. It has been measured that the fraction of electrons remaining after recom-
bination depends on ionization density [59, 60].

The Jaffé columnar Equation 3.11 was extended by Thomas and Imel [57]. In
their model the diffusion and ion mobility was ignored, leaving only the electrons
moving. Within a box an uniform charge distribution is introduced, this leads to
the following expression for the remaining charge

Q =
Q0

ψ
ln(1 + ψ), (3.12)

where ψ = αQ0/E. Here α is a free (fit) parameter. In experiments using liquid ar-
gon as detector medium, a functional form of either Equation 3.11 or Equation 3.12

fitted to data is typically used. Birks’law [61] is typically used to approximate the
Jaffé model, this leads to

Q = A
Q0

1 + kE/E
, (3.13)

where kE and A are fit parameters. The ICARUS collaboration [60] found,

A = 0.800± 0.003 and kE = 0.0486± 0.0060 kV/cm
g/cm2

MeV
(3.14)

by fitting experimental data to Equation 3.13, the fitted parameters were confirmed
by [59].
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For inferring calorimetric information about an event in a LArTPC using the
collected charge signal, recombination and electron attachment losses (caused by
impurities) must be corrected. Corrections for recombination are introduced by
transforming the collected charge (corrected for attachment losses) at the detector
readout ∆Q to the corresponding deposited energy ∆E using,

∆E =
∆Q
R

Wi or
dE
dx

=
dQ/dx

R
Wi (3.15)

where dE/dx is the deposited energy and dQ/dx is the deposited charge per unit
length. Combining the above equation with Equation 3.13 yields

dE
dx

=
dQ/dx

A/Wi − k(dQ/dx)/E
. (3.16)

Here k is the fit parameter given in Equation 3.14 normalized to argon density
k = kE/ρAr.

The process of deexcitation can happen trough two mechanism. Either directly
via Ar+ + e− → Ar∗, where the excited atom reaches the ground state trough the
emission of an Ultra Violet (UV) photon or relaxation (analog to Equation 3.5. Or
trough the very efficient tripple collision of argon cations with closby argon atoms
[62], forming eximer states (stable state only in an excited state),

Ar+ + 2Ar → Ar+2 + Ar. (3.17)

Because of conservation of momentum a second argon atom has to participate in
the reaction. The excimer subsequently absorbs a free electron, leading to recombi-
nation, leaving behind an highly excited argon atom,

Ar+2 + e− → Ar∗∗ + Ar (3.18)

Once again, the excited atom decays to the ground state via the processes described
in Equation 3.5. Hence under the impact of an electric field, less electron-ion pairs
recombine resulting in a lower light yield. Also the light yield increases with higher
dE/dx under a constant electric field.

3.5 scintillation

The deexcitation of liquid argon linked to the emission of a photon (104.8 nm and
106.7 nm) could be interpreted as scintillation, however the process is possible in
the opposite direction too, absorbing the emitted photon again. This behaviour is
known as radiation trapping, the characteristic photon is only observed in very
low pressure gaseous argon [63].
Therefore other processes are responsible for efficient scintillation in liquid argon.
The main path is the following: Excited argon atoms Ar∗∗ reach the lowest excited
states Ar∗ through collisions with other argon atoms or optical transitions [64].
These excited states can subsequently decay into the ground state of the argon
atom, but as already mentioned above, the emitted photon will be absorbed by
argon atoms preventing the photon to leave the liquid argon. But through colli-
sions with neighboring atoms the excited argon atoms Ar∗ can form excited argon
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molecules, called excimers, which are only stable as an excited state. Due to the
different possible lowest excited states, corresponding to different electron shell
configurations (namely 3P1 and 3P2), two distinguishable excimer states can form.
These states are formed within picoseconds after the ionization because of the high
density of liquid argon [65], a detailed description of the formation and structure
of argon excimers can be found in [66]. The formation of argon excimers is sum-
marized in the following reaction diagram:

Ar** Ar* + γ optical

Ar** + Ar Ar* collisional

Ar*(3P
1
) + 2 Ar Ar*

2
(1Σ +

u ) + Ar

Ar*(3P
2
) + 2 Ar Ar*

2
(3Σ +

u ) + Ar

These two excimer states are singlet (1Σ+
u ) and (3Σ+

u ) triplet states. Both states
decay to the excimer ground state via the emission of a deep ultraviolet photon:

Ar*
2
(1Σ +

u ) Ar
2
(1Σ +

g ) + γs

Ar*
2
(3Σ +

u ) Ar
2
(1Σ +

g ) + γt

Because the repulsive electric force of the two argon atoms in the excimer ground
state is not any more compensated by the electric bounding which was present in
the excited state, the excimer will separate into two isolated argon atoms:

Ar
2
(1Σ +

g ) 2 Ar

The singlet decay represents the allowed decay channel with a lifetime τs of several
nanoseconds whereas the triplet decay is suppressed and therefore has a enhanced
lifetime τt of the order of microseconds [67]. The emitted photons have very similar
wavelengths of 126.6 nm for the singlet decay and 127.6 nm for the triplet decay
and a width (FWHM) of about 10 nm [68]. Because of the large separation in time
and the close emission peaks the two lifetimes are well measurable as seen in
Figure 3.6. Due to the very short time needed for the formation of argon excimers
and the subsequent decay after ionization, the detection of the emitted photons is
well suited for the measurement of the absolute time when an particle interaction
happened inside the detector.

3.6 charge carrier transport

The velocities of free charged particles in a medium are Maxwellian distributed
and are isotropic. If an electric field (with field strength E) is applied, these particles
will be accelerated along the field lines up to a certain velocity, named drift velocity
~vd = const. Unlike in vacuum where no counter-part to the acceleration by the
electric field is present, the medium restricts acceleration trough collisions with
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FIG. 2. Typical decay curves obtained for the lumines-
cence from liquid argon excited by electrons (0), a parti-
cles (k), and fission fragments (8) shown for the short
time range. A slightly slow rise for electron excitation
may be due to the recombination.

FIG. 3. Typical decay curves obtained for the lumines-
cence from liquid argon excited by electrons (0), a parti-
cles (L), and fission fragments (8) shown for the long
time range. The fast exponential decay component is not
shown in the figure.

TABLE I. Decay times for the fast r& and the slow VT components of luminescence from
liquid argon. The intensity ratios Iq/IT of the fast component to the slow component are also
shown. F.F. stands for fission fragments. All decay times are in nsec.

Particle

Electron 6.3 X0.2
(5.0 +0.2)
4.6
4.18+0.2

6 a2

1020+60
(860+30)
1540
1000+95
1110+50
1590+100

0.083
(0.045)
0.26

0.3

Reference

Kubota et al. '
(E=6 kV/cm)'

Carvalho and Klein
Keto et al. '
Suemoto and Kanzaki
This work

-5
44
7.1~+1.0

1200%100
1100
1660+100

3.3
1.3

Kubota et al. '
Carvalho and Klein
This work

F.F. 6.8 +1.0 1550+100 This work

'Reference 13.
Reference 15.
'Reference 16.
Reference 17.
'Reference 14.

Figure 3.6: Time resolved scintillation intensity in the VUV-range for different ionizing
particles (electrons α-particles and ions). Two different lifetimes (τS and τT)
(singlet and triplet) are distinguishable in the two different time scales. Graph
from [69].

the surrounding medium. The mean drift velocity is governed by the electric field
and the mobility of the free charge. The mobility itself depends on the electric field
strength, the free charge type (subscript p) and the temperature T of the medium.
The expression for the drift velocity is given by

~vd = µi(Ed, T) · ~Ed. (3.19)

An overview of measurements and fits of the drift velocity for electron in liquid
argon as a function of electric field and for different liquid temperatures is shown
in Figure 3.7. In liquid argon in the region of low electric field up to 200 V cm−1, µ

can be considered constant [70, 71]. This leads to a linear dependence of vd on Ed
in this region. Above these field strengths, the behaviour becomes non-linear and
from the aforementioned figure, it becomes apparent that µ decreases with higher
electric field strengths. For a TPC the precise knowledge of the drift speed is essen-
tial, it governs the spatial resolution in drift direction. Another factor that has to be
considered is the drift speed of ions. Since the mobility is 6 orders of magnitudes
lower (see Table 3.1) compared to electron drift speeds (1 mm s−1 vs. 1 mm µs−1),
ions remain much longer in the detector than electrons. In large scale detectors
(such as MicroBooNE) with high event rates, this will lead to the accumulation
of positive space charge towards the cathode. This cloud of positive charge will
distort the electric field introduced by the anode-cathode configuration and ulti-
mately lead to deviations from the ideal scenario of straight line electric field lines
in the detector. The high event rate originates mainly from the high flux of cosmic
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radiation interacting in the detector, if the device is installed at the earths surface
or at shallow depths. The distortions must be accounted for, either by introducing
systematic error, or by means of a calibration.
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Figure 3.7: Drift velocity in liquid argon versus electric field strength for different temper-
atures [71].

Another effect acting on free charge traversing a medium is diffusion, describing
the spatial broadening of a cloud charge over time. In the case of zero electric field,
diffusion is isotropic and can be described by a diffusion constant D. When an
electric field is applied the Einstein equation has to be modified and results in [20]

eD
µ

= f (vd) · 〈E〉, (3.20)

where e is the elementary charge, µ is the carrier mobility (introduced above), f
a constant depending on the drift velocity and 〈E〉 is the mean electron energy.
Furthermore, the electric field breaks the isotropy of the diffusion into transverse
and longitudinal directions. This requires the introduction of two independent
diffusion coefficients DT and DL. With the knowledge of the diffusion coefficients
the width of an originally infinitely small charge cloud as a function of time can
be determined to

σL,t =
√

2tDL,T. (3.21)

Via the charge carrier mobility the diffusion again depends on the electric field. As
can be see from rearranging Equation 3.20, the diffusion is lower for higher electric
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fields. For long drift distances or long drift times, the spatial diffusion can limit
the detector resolution.

A third process affecting the electrons drifting in Liquid Argon (LAr) is the at-
tatchement to an impurity. Impurities of concern are molecules or atoms with a
high electron negativity, which describes their tendency to attract an electron to
form a negative ion. Main contaminants in LArTPCs are oxygen and water. The rate
of electron attachment losses in a charge cloud formed by Ne(t) electrons at time t
can be modeled by [48]

dNe

dt
= −ktot · Net. (3.22)

Here ktot = ∑i ki is the sum over all individual probabilities ki for a molecule or
atom i to attatch an electron. Individual probabilities are directly proportional to
the number density of the kind of impurity in LAr. Integrating the above equation
yields

Ne(t) = N(0)e−ktott = N0e−t/τ. (3.23)

In the second form N0 denotes the number of electrons present after recombina-
tion and τ is known as the electron lifetime. A rule of thumb relating the oxygen
equivalent impurities and the electron life time is given by [72]

ρ(O2 equiv.)[ppt] ≈ 300
τ[ms]

. (3.24)

Where ppt stands for parts per trillion (number of impurities per 1× 1012 atoms).

3.7 wireplane readout and signal formation

At the wireplane, which marks the end of the drift field spanned in the anode-
cathode configuration, the electrons produced during the ionization process are
converted to an electric signal on an array of thin wires. Spatial resolution is ob-
tained by spanning two wire meshes perpendicular to each other at the anode end
of the detector (x-y plane). Within the mesh, the wire spacing is typically 2 mm to
4 mm, and the wire diameter is of the order of few µm. The two meshes are usually
spaced in a similar rage as the inter-wire distance. Here the electric field is shaped
such that the drifting electrons will induce a current on the inner wireplane and
will be solely collected at the last wireplane. The signals of the wireplanes are read
out simultaneously allowing to determine the relative arrival times. This relative
timing information enables the reconstruction of the particle track in the detector,
Figure 3.8 illustrates the described procedure.

To ensure that no charge is collected at the induction wireplane, the field ~Eb
behind the induction wires has to be larger than the field ~E f in front of it. A so
called transparency condition for the two field strhengths is given by [73]

|~Eb| >
1 + ρ

1− ρ
|~E f |, (3.25)

where ρ = 2πr/d with r and d being the wire radius and the inter-wire spac-
ing. The charge carriers approaching the induction wireplane induce a negative
potential drop in the wires located at corresponding spatial coordinate. After the
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Figure 3.8: Generation of signals on the lower induction (orange) and upper collection
(blue) wireplane induced by electrons drifted to the wireplane. The green line
represents the projected particle track onto the wireplanes. Signals formed on
the wires are shifted relative in time by th later arrival time due to the longer
drift distance (time) inside the detector.

charge carriers pass the the first wireplane, the distance to the wireplane increases
again and a current in the opposite direction is induced. This behaviour leads to an
bipolar signal in induction wires. Whenever the transparency condition is fulfilled,
no charge is collected at the induction wireplane. Field lines end at the last wire-
plane, hence the drifting charge is collected and the electrical signal is unipolar.
For typical configurations in LArTPCs, a minimum ionizing particle track produces
roughly 6000 mm−1 electrons, corresponding to 1 fC per wire at the readout [74].
Pre-amplifiers are usually installed as close as possible to the wires to enhance the
signal before digitization. To resolve ambiguities in later event reconstruction, a
setup with more that two wire meshes is usually deployed. In this configuration
two induction wireplanes at a specific angle with respect to the collection wire
plane are installed.

3.8 electric field

In this section the impacts of the electric field onto the detector performance are
summarized. A summary of the involved processes is also given in Figure 3.9. The
shape and strength of the electric field are governed by two design parameters.
First, the detector geometry, with the cathode, field cage rings and anode plane
define the shape of the electric field. Secondly, the voltage potential applied to the
cathode defines the strength of the electric field. Usually the geometry is constant
for an LArTPC, the applied electric potential is a variable parameter and can be
adjusted to the requirements of the measurement campaign. Although, if chosen
too low, all electrons from the signal might be absorbed by impurities present in
the detector, see Section 3.6 for details. Any space charge, large enough to compete
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with the applied potential at the cathode, present in the detector will alter the
electric field as well. Since ions produced in the ionization process drift slowly (of
the order of cm s−1, see Table 3.1) and the penetration by cosmic muons is high
(discussed later), significant charge can accululate.

The electrons and ion formed during the ionization process are subject to recom-
bination described in Section 3.4, with an increased field, fewer pairs recombine
and an electron cloud is formed. Hence, the light yield is diminished for increased
field strengths. The light and charge yield is a crucial parameter in a LArTPC, both
directly influence the calorimetric capabilities of the detector. With the exact knowl-
edge of the local electric field, the recombination rate can be determined and vari-
ations in the produced charge can be calibrated. The electron cloud drifts trough
the LAr along the field lines (see Section 3.6 for details), hence inhomogeneities
in the electric field of any kind will distort the electron cloud, resulting in a dis-
tortion of the 2D projection recorded at the wireplane. Trough the dependence
of the drift speed on the electric field strength the picture is further complicated,
the linear back-projection (in time) of a recorded charge signal on the wireplane
becomes invalid when the electric field is non-linear. Hence, a distortion in the
electric field will result in a 3D distortion of the naively reconstructed (assuming
a uniform field) charge cloud. This distortion will again affect calorimetry perfor-
mance as the track length is affected. Furthermore, it will affect spatial cuts applied
for event selection trough the distortion of the track and track length. Calibration
of distortion effects is possible with an exact mapping of the electric field in the
detector.
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Figure 3.9: Impacts of the electric field onto detector performance.
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Figure 4.1: Aerial view of the booster neutrino beamline with MicroBooNE situated in
the middle of the image, 473 m downstream from the neutrino source (Booster
Targer). The neutrino beam is shown as a dashed red line.

The MicroBooNE detector at Fermilab in Batavia Illinois, is hosted in the Liquid
Argon Test Facility (LArTF), 470 m downstream of the neutrino production target.
Neutrinos with a peak energy of 700 MeV are produced in the Booster Neutrino
Beam (BNB) mainly by decaying pions, produced by protons impinged onto a
beryllium target. The neutrinos are then detected in a large scale Liquid Argon
Time Projection Chamber (LArTPC). It’s main physical goal is to understand the
nature of the Low Energy Excess (LEE) observed in MiniBooNE (see Section 2.4),
in contrast to MiniBooNE, LArTPCs are capable of distinguishing between electrons
and photons produced in electron neutrino interactions. For the objective of a pre-
cision measurement of the neutrino signal it is crucial to characterize the electric
field in the detector. This will be achieved by a laser calibration system developed
in the scope of this thesis. Additionally, MicroBooNE will perform neutrino cross-
section measurements helping to obtain a clearer picture of neutrino interactions
with argon. Each sub-system of the experiment is described in the sections below,
tightly following the main publication of the detector construction [52].

4.1 booster neutrino beam

The Booster Neutrino Beam (BNB) is an evolution of the neutrino horn proposed
and realized by Van der Meer [75] at CERN. An in detail description of the BNB

can be found in [76, 77], the following discussion is based on these references. Pro-
tons with an energy of 8 GeV are extracted from the Fermilab booster rapid-cycling
synchrotron at a rate of 5 Hz The extracted protons are impinged onto a beryllium
target, in the target interactions mainly pions and a small fraction of kaons are pro-
duced. The target has the shape of a long rod with a length of 71.1 cm and a radius
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Figure 4.2: Beam operation principle, an incident proton beam produces mainly pions in
a beryllium target. The pions of the positive charge are focused in the horn,
whereas the negative pions are defocused. Finally the pion decays into a muon
and a muon neutrino. The muon is absorbed at the end of the decay tunnel and
the neutrino travels to the detector, where it hopefully interacts.

of 0.51 cm. Its form is governed by the absorption length of protons in the target,
so to optimize the conversion of protons into mesons. Although, the incident high
energetic proton governs the forward direction of the decay products, neutrino in-
tensities directed at the MicroBooNE detector would still be too low to conduct
neutrino studies within an acceptable time-frame. Therefore, the beryllium target
is placed inside a magnet focusing the decay products into a beam towards the
detector. The focusing electro-magnet is made of aluminum and has a toroidal
shape, it is pulsed with a peak current of 174 kA synchronized with the arrival of a
proton beam bunch. The magnetic horn consists of two axially-symmetric conduc-
tors with a current sheet running down the inner conductor and returning on the
outer conductor. Between the conductors a torodial magnetic field is produced, the
resulting force F = q~v× ~B from the magnetic field acts as a restoring force, thus
focusing particles of one sign (π+ or π−) and defocusing particles of the other
sign. Thus, the horn construction not only enhances the pion flux towards the de-
tector but also selects the sign. Pions produced, selected for sign and focused in the
horn will eventually decay into a muon and a neutrino according to Equation 6.1.
For this a 50 m long decay tunnel filled with air is foreseen. The emitted muon
is then absorbed at the end of the decay tunnel before decaying, preventing the
electron neutrinos emitted in the muon decay to pollute the pure muon neutrino
beam. Although optimized for muon neutrino purity, other neutrino flavours can
leak into the beam content, due to the decay of the muon inside the decay tunnel
or very forward going pions (which are not defocused by the horn) of the wrong
sign. Furthermore, primary kaons produced in addition to the pions have several
decay channels leading to the production of electron neutrinos. The discussed prin-
ciple of the neutrino beam generation is illustrated in Figure 4.2 and the expected
neutrino energy at the MicroBooNE detector is shown in Figure 4.3.

4.2 cryogenic system

The temperature range of 83 K to 87 K, where argon is in the liquid aggregate state
at normal pressure, requires cryogenic systems to operate a LArTPC. The system is
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Figure 4.3: Flux for different neutrino flavors in MicroBooNE. Adapted from [78].

complicated by the requirement of low levels of oxygen equivalent impurities has
to be achieved and maintained.

The cryostat itself has three major components: a stainless steel vessel hosting
all the liquid argon and the detector, front and rear support structure and 41 cm
foam insulation, restricting heat input from ambient air, covering the entire cryo-
stat surface. The cryostat is of cylindrical shape enclosed by domed caps closing
each end, with a total length of 12.2 m and a diameter of 3.81 m and a wall thick-
ness of 11.1 mm. Requiring a low level of oxygen equivalent impurities of 100 ppt,
corresponding to a electron lifetime of roughly 3 ms, requires the minimization of
outgassing within the gas phase and avoid leakage and diffusion of air into the
cryostat. Furthermore, to maintain the high liquid argon purity it is necessary to
constantly remove these impurities. For this purpose a re-circulation and filter sys-
tem is build, consisting of two identical subsystems. Each system deploying a liq-
uid argon pump1 and two distinct filters, using different adsorber materials2,3, re-
moving mainly water or oxygen, respectively. Impurity concentration is monitored
with two purity monitors [79] immersed in the liquid argon within the cryostat
volume. The filters are regenerated in-situ and as needed, removing the acquired
and bound oxygen and water by heating the filter material while flushing with an
argon-hydrogen gas mixture. This exothermic reaction forms water with the cap-
tured oxygen that is sub-sequentially flushed out with argon gas. The heat input to

1 Barber-Nichols BNCP-32B-000 magnetically-driven partial-emission centrifugal pump
2 Molecular sieve supplied by Sigma-Aldrich
3 BASF CU-0226 S, a pelletized material of copper impregnated on a high-surface-area alumina
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the cryostat by the ambient air as well as the detector electronics immersed in the
not instrumented liquid argon leads to evaporation. To maintain the liquid argon
level constant and to keep temperature and pressure inside the cryostat constant,
a nitrogen refrigeration system is deployed. This system contains two condensers
in parallel, one for operational use and another one for backup. Each condenser
contains two liquid nitrogen coils, an inner and an outer, with the gas argon on the
shell side. The system can handle a heat load of up to 6 kW, using 3400 L of liquid
nitrogen per day.

4.3 time-projection chamber

The LArTPC is composed of three main structures: the cathode, the field cage, and
the anode. A negative voltage is introduced via a feedthrough passing through
the cryostat connected to the cathode, defining the electric potential at the cathode.
A uniform electric field between the cathode and the anode planes is achieved
by a series of field cage rings connected by a voltage divider chain starting at
the cathode and ending at the anode plane. The field cage structure is held in
place by a G-10

1 support structure. Facing the cathode planes are the sense wire
planes: two induction planes (referred to as the “U” and “V” planes) with wires
oriented at ±60 deg from vertical, followed by one collection plane (referred to as
the “Y” plane) with vertically-oriented wires. The wires of the anode planes are the
sensing elements that detect the ionization created by charged particles traveling
through the LArTPC. Figure 4.5 depicts the assembled MicroBooNE LArTPC after
insertion into the cryostat, showing details of the cathode, field cage, and anode
plane. Table 4.1 lists the main parameters of the MicroBooNE LArTPC.

4.4 light collection system

Liquid argon is a bright scintillator (see Section 3.5), sampling the light is essential
for 3D event reconstruction and can be used for calorimetry. The light produced by
neutrino interactions in MicroBooNE is an important input for both event selection
and reconstruction. One of the critical capabilities the light collection system pro-
vides is the ability to form a beam-event trigger when a pulse of light is observed
in coincidence with the beam spill. Such a trigger will substantially reduce the
overall data output rate. For non-beam physics studies, the light system provides
triggering and an event t0 for the LArTPC system.

The light collection system consists of primary and secondary sub-systems. The
primary light collection system is made up of optical units, each one consisting of a
Photomultiplier Tube (PMT)2 located behind a wavelength-shifting plate. In total, 32

optical units were installed, yielding 0.9% photocathode coverage. The secondary
system consists of four light guide paddles. These paddles were introduced for
R&D studies for future LArTPC, and are placed near the primary optical units to
allow a comparison of their performances. A flasher system, used for calibration,
consists of optical fibers bringing visible light from an LED to each PMT face.

1 A glass epoxy composite laminate material well suited for liquid argon temperatures
2 8-inch diameter Hamamatsu 5912-02MOD cryogenic PMT
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Figure 4.4: MicroBooNE cryogenic system overview. Centrally (in white) the cryostat is
shown sitting on the front and rear support structure. Below the cryostat, the
filter and recirculation components are placed. The (re-)filling system and re-
frigeration components are hosted on the ground platform on the top right of
the figure. Right above the cryostat a platform is installed, hosting computer
racks for readout and control systems. [52].
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Figure 8.1 The TPC inside the cryostat looking up the beamline from the downstream side. The cathode plane 
is on the right (beam-left).  The wire planes and PMT array are on the left (beam-right).  The TPC HV 
feedthrough is top-right (beam-left), and the TPC signal feedthroughs are shown top-left (beam-right). 

 

A (2.33 m height)×(2.56 m width)×(10.37 m length) rectangular solid defines the 61.8 m3 active 
volume of the TPC, which encompasses 86 tons of liquid argon when operational.  The TPC 
cathode plane forms the vertical boundary of the active volume on the left side of the detector 
when viewed along the neutrino beam direction (“beam-left”). Three parallel vertical sense wire 
planes are mounted on the “beam-right” side of the active volume.  The wires in the “Y” plane 
are oriented vertically, while wires in the “U” and “V” planes are oriented ±60 degrees, 
respectively, with respect to vertical.  Ionization electrons drift from beam-left to beam-right, 
reaching in turn the U, V, and Y planes.  The drifting electrons induce charge on the U and V 
induction plane sense wires as they drift by and deposit their negative charge on the Y collection 
plane sense wires.   

The TPC HVFT occupies a position near the beam-left downstream top corner of the TPC.  The 
TPC signal feedthroughs line up along the top beam-right boundary of the TPC. 

Figure 4.5: Microboone TPC assembly in cryostat, the anode is situated on the left hand
side, 64 field cages span the horizontal axis, reaching to the cathode ot the right
hand side.
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Figure 4.6: Photograph of the Microboone TPC assembly showing the back of the cathode
(1) an the field cage rings (2).
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Figure 4.7: Interior Photograph of the Microboone TPC assembly showing the cathode (1)
on the left hand side, the field cage rings (2) in the central region and the
wireplane (3) to the right
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parameter value

LArTPC (active) dimensions (h× w× l) 2.325 m × 2.560 m × 10.368 m

LArTPC (active) mass 85 tons

Number of Anode planes 3

Anode planes spacing 3 mm

Wire pitch 3 mm

Wire type Stainless Steel, d = 150 µm

Wire coating 2 µm Cu, 0.1 µm Ag

Design Wire tension 6.0± 1.0 N

# wires (total) 8256

# Induction0 plane (U) wires 2400

# Induction1 plane (V) wires 2400

# Collection plane (Y) wires 3456

Wire orientation (w.r.t. vertical) 60 deg,−60 deg,0 deg (U,V,Y)

Cathode voltage (operational) −70 kV

Bias voltages (U,V,Y) −110 V, 0 V, 230 V

Drift-field 273 V/cm

# Field-cage steps 64

Ring-to-ring voltage step 2 kV

Field cage ring diameter 2.54 cm

Field cage ring thickness 0.51 cm

Ring-to-ring distance (center to center) 4 cm

Corner curvature radius 5.24 cm

Support structure material G-10

Table 4.1: MicroBooNE LArTPC design parameters and operating conditions. [52]

The light collection detectors are located in the y-z plane behind the anode
planes of the LArTPC. The combined transparency of the three anode planes is
86% for light at normal incidence. This transparency value assumes 100% of VUV
photons impinging on the wires are absorbed. The detectors were placed so as not
to be obscured by the LArTPC structural cross-bars.

4.5 readout and data acquisition

Both, the 8256 sense wires and the 32 PMTs produce analog signals that must be
amplified, digitized and stored for later analysis. While the LArTPC and PMT read-
out systems share the same back-end design that organizes and packages the data
for delivery to the Data Acquisition (DAQ) system, each of them employ different
analog front-end and digitization designs.
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To obtain optimum detector performance, MicroBooNE uses cryogenic low-noise
front-end electronics for readout of the sense wires. An ASIC1 containing a pream-
plifier, shaper, and signal driver is connected to each sense wire as close as pos-
sible on the wire carrier boards, so reducing total input impedance. The ASIC
was custom designed for the use in LArTPCs [80]. Individual wires are in addition
connected to the wire bias voltage distribution system, decoupling capacitors, and
calibration networks. The output signal of the ASIC is then brought outside the
cryostat trough a feedthrough hosting a custom designed intermediate amplifiers.
The amplified warm signal is then routed to an Analog Digital Converter (ADC)
module2 situated in a standard rack on the MicroBooNE platform above the detec-
tor. The ADC module digitizes the signals continuously at 16 MHz. Each channel
has a configurable baseline, which is either set low (450 ADC counts) for collection
channels or at the middle of the dynamic range (2055 ADC counts) for induction
channels. This configuration ensures that both the collection plane unipolar sig-
nals and the induction plane bipolar signals can make optimal use of the ADCs
dynamic range. Behind the ADCs a FPGA3 is responsible for data processing and
reduction (lossless Huffman encoding), as well as preparation for readout by the
DAQ. One FPGA handles 64 digitized channels and employs a circular DRAM4

buffer.
The signal path of the PMTs is considerably less complex compared to the sense

wires. The PMT itself produces a large enough signal that is able to overcome the
distance to the cryostat volume, hence no cold preamplification is necessary. From
each PMT a low-gain and high-gain is extracted and wired to a shaper and pre-
amlifier situated outside the cryostat. The pre-processed analog signal is then dig-
itized with at a sampling rate of 64 MHz by a 12-bit ADC5.

The data from each crate (hosting either TPC or PMT ADCs) of the backend elec-
tronics is sent to a dedicated server via optical fibers. A real-time application places
this data in an internal buffer, collects all segments belonging to an event (from all
crates), and creates a sub-event fragment. The beam-triggered data readout stream,
in which the data arrives with every trigger, these fragments are sent to a single
event-building machine over an internal network. Full events are checked for con-
sistency and written to local disk on the event builder before being sent offline for
further processing and storage. A high-level software trigger, is applied to the data
to determine whether events should be written locally or ignored.

1 Application-specific integrated circuit
2 each module hosts eight AD9222 octal-channel 12-bit ADCs
3 Field programmable gate array
4 Dynamic random-access memory
5 ADS5272 octal-channel 12-bit ADC
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U V- L A S E R C A L I B R AT I O N S Y S T E M

Introducing well-defined ionization tracks into a Liquid Argon Time Projection
Chamber (LArTPC) can be achieved by steering a high-energetic Ultra Violet (UV)
laser beam into the detector volume. These signals have the unique feature that
their precise ionization location along the track is known a priori. This informa-
tion can be used to characterize and calibrate the detector response, especially the
electric field responsible for the electron drift. This chapter will give a thorough
description of the hardware and software necessary to operate such a UV laser cal-
ibration system, as well as the underlying physical processes involved. Moreover,
initial measurements, required before a precsision mesaurement of the electric field
can be performed, are discussed. Two identical UV laser are at the heart of the
MicroBooNE laser calibration system, these illuminate the Time Projection Cham-
ber (TPC) at various angles from each end of the cryostat. On an optical bench, an
UV laser beam is generated and its properties are optimized for later ionization
in the detector. To route the UV beam into the cryostat an optical feedthrough is
necessary. Finally, to scan the detector volume with laser beams a movable mirror
is needed to deflect the beam in the desired direction. The UV laser beam will then
ionize the liquid argon and so mimic particle tracks in the TPC, with a known orig-
inal ionization trajectory in the detector. Two identical laser systems are installed
at each end of the detector for optimal coverage of the detector volume. In the fol-
lowing discussion only where necessary the two individual systems are portrayed
separately. So far several laser calibration systems have been implemented into gas
time projection chambers [81, 82, 83], but no previous realization of such a system
has been employed in a LArTPC prior to the work being presented in this thesis.

5.1 working principle

The ionization potential of liquefied argon has been determined to be 13.84 eV
(Table 3.1). This would require a photon with wavelength of 89 nm to create an
ion-electron pair. Laser systems emitting light in this wavelength region are not
commercially available. However, an additional path to ionization by below ion-
ization wavelength photons exist, namely multiphoton-absorbtion. As the name
suggests, two or more photons are simultaneously absorbed, their total energy is
transferred to a shell electron which can overcome the ionization potential. The
process can be understood and described as a ladder effect, where a single pho-
ton absorption forms a virtual state, enabling a second photon to be absorbed and
form an even higher energetic state. This can continue until the ionization potential
is reached (or even further). The ionization rate W can be described by [84]

W = σ(K)(λ, ρ)
( I

ω

)K
, (5.1)

45
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here I is the laser beam intensity, ω the laser frequency, σ(K) is the generalized K-th
cross-section and K is the number of photons required for ionization. In the case
of K = 1, Equation 5.1 becomes the relation for the rate (single) of photo ioniza-
tion and σ(1) is the photon cross-section. The cross section is characterized by the
atomic structure and the parameters of the incoming laser beam, specifically the
wavelength λ and the ellipticity ρ. Expressions for the cross-section can be obtained
by time-dependent perturbation theory, but this is not presented here. A detailed
discussion can be found in [84, 85]. The two photon cross section for gaseous ar-
gon is of the order of 1× 10−50 cm−4s−1[86]. Quantitatively, the ladder process,
mentioned above, can be used to understand the cross-section behavior. Each step
has a small finite lifetime to complete the ladder and so it becomes increasingly
unlikely that another photon is absorbed within this time frame. Hence, the more
steps are present in the ladder to reach the continuum, the lower the cross section.
In the same picture, if a virtual excited state is replaced with a bound excited state,
having a considerably longer lifetime, the cross-section is significantly enhanced.
Exclusion rules have to be considered when a bound state exists, since angular
momentum is conserved. For example since a single photon has spin of J = ±1,
the final excited state reached by a 2-photon absorption process is required to have
a spin orbital with a change of ∆J = +2, 0 or − 1.

Furthermore, the liquid state of the argon has to be taken into account when en-
ergy levels are considered for multi-photon absorption. In the liquid a fully filled
valence band and an empty conduction band is formed. The valence band width in
liquid argon was measured to be Eval = 0.1 eV [87]. Similarly, the conduction band
lowers the ionization potential (the width of this band is commonly labeled as V0).
Measurements have determined V0 for liquid argon to be 0.2 eV [88]. Additionally,
when electric charge is present in a dielectric material, such as liquid argon, elec-
tric polarization occurs. The effect can be quantified by means of the Born model,
here the difference in energy of the electric field for the ion in vacuum and the
dielectric medium is determined for a Coulomb field [89]. This difference is called
the polarization energy P+, and is given by

P+ = W(εr)−W(ε0) = −
e2

8πε0R

(
1− 1

εr

)
(5.2)

where R is the ion radius and e the electron charge. Using εr = 1.59 nm and
R = 0.088 nm the polarization energy was estimated to be P+ = 1.79 eV [90]. The
discussed effects on the ionization potential present in the liquid argon can be
summarized by,

Iliquid = Igas + Eval + V0 + P+ = 13.8 eV. (5.3)

This results in a energy shift of ∆E = −1.9 eV compared to gaseous argon. In addi-
tion to the decrease of the ionization potential in the liquid phase, the energy lines
are broadened. The width is weakly density dependent and has been determined
to be of the order of 0.1 eV [91]. The energy levels in the liquid and gas phase are
sketched in Figure 5.1, also included is the broadening of the ground, excited, and
ionization levels. In the figure even spin states are shown in orange and odd states
in blue, respectively.

Commercial lasers with an acceptable form factor, price range and beam inten-
sities can reach wavelengths of 266 nm using the well-established Nd:YAG pump
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medium and Q-Switch technique. A thorough description of the deployed laser
is given in following section. This wavelength translates into a photon energy of
4.66 eV. Since 3Eγ > Iliquid, three-photon ionization in liquid argon is possible with
this configuration. From the energy level diagram (Figure 5.1) it becomes apparent
that with this photon energy a two-photon absorption by the excited state at config-
urations 3s23p5(2P◦1/2)4s (J = 0) and 3s23p5(2P◦3/2)4s (J = 2) become feasible. Due
to the odd spin state change, other transitions are not allowed. As discussed earlier
this greatly increases the cross-section of the total three-photon process and was
measured in [90]. The third photon then lifts the excited state above the ionization
potential, transferring the surplus energy to the ionized electron.

Three-photon ionization of argon gas was used in the STAR TPC for E-Field cal-
ibration at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider at Brookhaven National Laboratory
[92]. In liquified argon, the ICARUS collaboration [93] was the first experiment to
use an UV laser to introduce artificial tracks in a TPC. The herein presented laser
system has its roots in the liquid argon efforts of the Laboraroty for High Energy
Physic based at University of Bern. Within this program the two-photon absorp-
tion cross-section was measured [90] and the laser system was extensively used
in the ARGONTUBE detector [94, 95, 96] for E-Field characterization and liquid
argon purity measurements.

Deonle [84] introduces two regimes of multi-photon absorption, based on the
relation of the electric field strength defined by [98] and the binding energy of the
atomic electron. The criterion is defined as

γ =
ω

ωt
= ω

√
2meEi

eF
, (5.4)

where ω is the radiation frequency and ωt is the frequency up to which the tun-
neling probability is independent of the radiation frequency. Ei the binding energy
of the electron and F the field strength of the incident radiation. ωt is estimated
from the mean free path l of an electron inside the atomic potential (l ≈ Ei/eF)
and the approximate velocity ve ≈

√
I/m of the electron therein. Only if γ2 � 1,

Equation 5.1 is applicable. Otherwise, the ionization rate depends exponentially
on the field strength, hence also on the intensity. The electric field of a plane wave
laser pulse with a Gaussian beam profile is given by [99]

F =

√
2I

cεrε0
= 776× 103 V/cm (5.5)

with c the speed of light and ε0 and εr are the vacuum and relative dielectric
constants. Here I the intensity of a Gaussian beam; I = P

πw2/2 , where P is the pulse
power and w is the beam spot diameter. The pulse power can be determined for
a Gaussian beam by P = Ep/τp where Ep and τp are the pulse energy and the
pulse duration. For the deployed laser, P = 9.4 MW, I = 11.9 MW/cm2. Using
this field strength and the ionization potential given in Table 3.1, γ = 189703 and
Equation 5.1 is applicable for the presented configuration.
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Figure 5.1: Energy levels of gaseous (left) and liquid (right) argon relevant for UV-laser
absorption, data from [97]. The ionization state is shown in green. In orange
and blue, excited states with even and odd spin states are depicted, respectively.
Three stacked photons with a wavelength of 266 nm are introduced in purple.
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5.2 optical system

The optical system is split into two parts. Firstly, an aluminum box containing the
UV laser head and additional optics for beam generation and control. Secondly, a
feedthrough used to introduce the UV beam into the cryostat and steer it into the
detector’s active volume.

A schematic diagram of all components and laser paths in the laser box is de-
picted in Figure 5.2. In Figure 5.6 a photograph of the installation is shown. The
laser box contains the laser head, where a Neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum
garnet (Nd:YAG) gain medium exposed to a flash lamp is emitting light with a
wavelength of 1064 nm. The laser1 uses the Q-switch technique [100] to produce
the infra-red light pulses with a duration of 5 ns to 7 ns and pulse energy of 450 mJ.
Two frequency doubling (also know as second harmonic generating) crystals are
installed in the beam path inside the laser head, producing pulses with wave-
lengths of 532 nm, 355 nm and 266 nm. These pulses have the same pulse duration
as the originating infra-red pulse but reduced energies of 200 mJ, 65 mJ and 60 mJ,
respectively. The emitting beam has a diameter of 6 mm, a divergence of 0.5 mrad
and a pointing stability of 30 µrad. The shot-to-shot beam energy stability for the
266 nm wavelength is less than ±7 % and the power drift over 8 h is less than 8 %.
The beam shape in the far field is Gaussian-like and has a horizontal polarization.
The repetition rate is configurable, with a maximum rate of 10 Hz. A supply unit,
placed in the control rack, is connected to the laser head which houses a high
voltage power supply for the flash lamp and providing water cooling to the gain
medium. To separate the UV pulse from all other wavelengths, dichroic mirrors
reflecting UV and transmitting other wavelengths are used in the optical layout,
the transmitted light is absorbed in rugged Teflon beam stops. For pulse energy
control the horizontal polarization of the UV light is taken advantage of by an
attenuator2. A rotatable λ/2 waveplate is placed in the beam path separating the
UV pulse into s and p-polarization components. After the waveplate,two thin film
polarizers are installed at the Brewster angle relative to the incident beam direc-
tion to reflect the p-polarized component and transmit the s-component of the
UV pulse. Therefore, the beam is split in two paths, where the orientation of the
waveplate defines the ratio of energy in each path. Control of the beam diameter is
achieved by installing an aperture in the beam path after the attenuator. For precise
remote alignment a motorized two axis optic mount3 is used to hold the mirror
that connects the laser box and the feedthrough. An additional visible class 1

4 laser
is installed and aligned with the UV laser path as a reference during installation
and commissioning. During normal operation this alignment laser is disabled. For
trigger signal generation a photodiode5, sensitve in the wavelength region from
200 nm to 550 nm is installed in the laser box, detecting direct and scattered light
when the laser is fired.

1 Continuum, Surelite I-10

2 Altechna, Laser Beam Attenuator (Watt Pilot), https://www.altechna.com/products/
3 Zaber, T-OMG, a truly magnificant product, https://www.zaber.com/products/optical-mounts/T-

OMG/details/T-OMG
4 Classification according to [101]
5 Thorlabs, DET10A/M, https://www.cljk.ch/obs/det10A

https://www.altechna.com/products/laser-beam-attenuator-enhanced-version/
https://www.cljk.ch/obs/tomg
https://www.cljk.ch/obs/tomg
https://www.cljk.ch/obs/det10A
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Figure 5.2: A schematic drawing (not to scale) of the components used for laser beam
control. A visible (calss 1) laser is aligned onto the UV-laser path at the first
dichroic mirror (M1) The attenuator allows to control the pulse energy, the
diameter of the beam is controlled by an aperture. A motorised mirror (M2)
deflects the mirror into the direction of the feedthrough. Behind all mirrors
beam dumps (BD) are installed to absorb the non-reflected laser light.

The second part of the optical system is tightly connected to the feedthrough
system. Here, a mirror is placed at the centre of a rotational feedthrough, directing
the optical laser path downwards into the cryostat. This mirror is held in place by
an motorized mount (identical to the one used for M2 in the laser box), the remote
control feature is used for path alignment during commissioning, see Section 5.8
for details. To optically penetrate the cryostat insulation a custom built quartz glass
pipe is installed. The pipe is evacuated to prevent condensation due to cooling
when in contact with liquid argon. Both faces of the pipe are fabricated of highly
transmissive glass in the 266 nm wavelength region to ensure low beam losses.
Direct Penetration of the inhomogeneous gas to liquid interface of the argon will
result in a large spread of laser paths in liquid argon. To overcome this issue, the
length of the quartz glass pipe is chosen such that the lower end is immersed in
liquid argon. The end of the vertical laser path inside the cryostat is marked by
a last mirror (also called cold mirror). The mount of this mirror can be tilted and
rotated to steer the laser beam into the active volume of the detector. Due to the
position of the cold mirror in front of the field cage rings, some regions of the
detector volume are not accessible with laser beams. The mechanical details of the
feedthrough construction are discussed in Section 5.3.

The two mirrors installed in the feedthrough structure are commercially avail-
able dichroic mirrors optimized for maximal reflectance for 266 nm wavelengths at
an angle of incidence Angle of Incidence (AOI) of 45°. In this mirror type two types
of materials, with high and low refractive index are stacked in multiple layers. The
thickness of the layers is optimized, such that at a certain AOI constructive interfer-
ence is achieved, going along with a high reflectivity. If the AOI is changed away
from the optimised angle the reflectivity will change accordingly. In air deviations
from the optimal AOI do not affect the reflectivity significantly. However in liquid
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Figure 5.3: Schematic drawing (not to scale) of the laser path in the feedthrough construc-
tion. The laser beam arrives from the laser box and is reflected into the cryostat
by the mirror M3 trough a quartz glass. Inside the cryostat the laser is steered
into the time projection chamber by the cold mirror.

argon the refractive index changes to n = 1.3 for λ = 266 nm according to [48]. The
manufacturer 1 of the mirrors supplied a simulation of the reflectivity curves vs.
AOI for this configuration shown in Figure 5.4. Since the cold mirror is tilted for
scanning the detector, the AOI varies from 0° to 80°. Therefore, the pulse energy has
to be adjusted during scanning, the procedure to obtain a optimal beam energies
is described in Section 5.8.

Ambient light entering the cryostat will prevent proper operation of the photo-
multipliers installed in the detector. Furthermore if the laser enclosure is not light
tight, personnel working on the detector might get exposed to dangerous invisi-
ble laser light1. Therefore the laser box and the laser feedthrough parts hosting
the laser and laser components are light tight. All light sources, such as indicator
LEDs were disabled or dismounted to prevent emission of light within the sealed
volume. To ensure light tightness after breakage of the light seals (for maintenance
work), the photomultiplier event rate is compared before and after seal breakage.
To prevent unitended or unauthorized access to the laser box, multiple locks were
installed on the enclosure.

5.3 mechanical system

The major mechanical system of the laser calibration system is the feedthrough,
which allows the laser beam to be steered into the UV laser into the TPC. Another
component are the laser boxes, which host the UV laser sources and beam control

1 Edmund Optics
1 The deployed laser is a class 4 laser according to [101]
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Figure 5.4: Reflectivity dependency on the Angle of Incidence for the installed mirrors.
Simulation performed for light with 266 nm wavelength and surrounding
medium with refraction index of 1.3 provided by Edmund Optics1.

optics. The location of the two subsystems, at the down- and upstream end of the
detector, is shown in Figure 5.5.

LCS-1

LCS-2

Figure 5.5: Top view of the MicroBooNE cryostat (rendered). The upstream (LCS-1) and
downstream (LCS-2) laser systems are colored in green.

All optical systems are installed in the laser boxes associated with the individual
system, which is 2 m long, 0.5 m wide and 0.5 m high. All sides are manufactured
out of 2 cm thick aluminum sheets and are held together by screws placed on the
edge surfaces. Lips in the top lid prevent light leakage into and out of the box. On
an aluminum stand the optical devices (for details see Section 5.2 and Figure 5.6)
are assembled vertically. A cut out on the top lid lets the top of the structure
stick out of the box, such that the laser beam path can be directed towards the
feedthrough part. This extension is enclosed in an aluminium box with a hole
marking the exit of the beam towards the feedthrough. The laser beam path is
delivered to the feedthrough construction by a stainless steel pipe. To ensure light
tightness the pipe ends are insulated with black tape. The laser box is attached onto
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the cryostat trough four stainless steel legs. The joint of the legs to the bottom of
the box is fabricated out of plastic for galvanic separation of cryostat and building
ground. For safety reasons the laser box is equipped with two locks, to prevent
unauthorized personnel from opening the laser box accidentally.

A major mechanical challenge of the system is the introduction of an UV beam
into a cryogenic liquid without disturbing the laser beam profile while keeping
the cryogenic liquid isolated from the surrounding atmosphere for safety and pu-
rity reasons. This is achieved by the use of an evacuated quartz glass immersed
into the liquid argon on the lower end, this guarantee a flat interface between
glass and liquid. Sealing to the outer atmosphere is achieved by three rubber seals
squeezed against the glass tube at the feedthrough glas holder. Another mechani-
cal challenge of the laser system is to precisely steer the UV beam into the detector.
Additionally constraints have to be met not to interfere with detector operation.
A main driver for constrains is the fixed location of the feedthrough mount on
the cryostat. When the design of the laser calibration system was initiated very
limited ports into the cryostat were available. The selected locations at either end
of the cryostat govern most mechanical design choices. To maximize coverage of
the detector with laser beams under the given constraints, a construction with a
steerable mirror immersed in liquid argon in front of the field cage rings was cho-
sen. The position in the x-y plane (horizontal plane) is fixed by the location of the
chosen feedthrough. The support structure defines the position of the mirror is
z, and is chosen such that the mirror resides at the mid-height of the field cage
structure. Due to the presence of the field cage rings, regions with no laser beam
coverage arise. Coverage would be maximized with a mirror position as far away
from the field cage as possible. But a direct path onto the immersed mirror from
the outside is preferable, other options would complicate the beam path inside
the cryostat significantly, without greatly increasing laser coverage. The proxim-
ity of the mirror to the field cage, prevents the use of conductive materials in the
mirror support structure, due to the potential high voltage breakdowns implied
by it. This excludes the use of a motorized mirror mount for beam steering. All
these constraints lead to the following design. To achieve horizontal scanning abil-
ities, the mirror is fixed onto the inner surface of a rotatable flange. The support
structure consists of segments of four vertical rods connected by horizontal beams
for stability, with a length of 15 cm Segments are combined to place the mirror in
front of the TPC at the desired height. Vertical scanning capabilities are achieved by
a piston and rod construction. The rim of the piston is held in place by the afore-
mentioned mirror support structure. This construction translates the rotation of the
mirror along the horizontal axis into a linear movement. The rod is held in place
by the beams of the support structure and is attached to a linear motor trough a
vacuum tight bellow. To electrically insulate the devices placed on the feedthrough
from detector ground, a ceramic circuit breaker is installed between the cryostat
and rotary feedthrough flange. The upper part of the feedthrough structure, where
the laser beam is deflected into the cryostat, is enclosed in an aluminium housing
with a cut-out for the pipe, delivering the laser beam from the laser box.
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Figure 5.6: Photograph of the optical table with an overlay of the UV-laser beam path in
green. (1) UV laser head; (2) green alignment laser; (3) 45° mirror holder; (4)
attenuator; (5) aperture; (6) mirror mount; (7) photodiode.
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Figure 5.7 shows a cut view of the upper feedthrough construction discussed
in detail in the following paragraphs. The mirror support and polar steering con-
struction is shwon in Figure 5.8.

(1)

(2)

(6)

(3)

(8)

(4)

(7)

(5)

(9)

Figure 5.7: A sliced view of the feedthrough construction. (1) The evacuated glass tube,
(2) ceramic dielectric braker, (3) rotary thread, (4) rotary encoder ring, (5) three
rubber seals for the glass feedthrough, (6) rotary motor, (7) steerable mirror
(M3), (8) linear feedthrough and (9) linear actuator.

For the rotational feedthrough, a motorised differentially pumped feedthrough
from Thermionics 1 (RNN Series) was chosen. This rotational feedthrough has
three U-shaped ceramic seals which enclose two cavities which are evacuated.
This is designed for high vacuum applications, since the differentially pumped
seals will close preferentially in one direction. However, during operation in Mi-
croBooNE an opposite pressure difference is present when the liquid argon is in-
side the vessel. A motorised precision linear feedthrough (FLMR) from the same

1 https://thermionics.com/
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)(5)

Figure 5.8: CAD render view of the mirror support structure. (1) Cold mirror and sup-
port structure, (2) piston and rod construction for tilting, (3) intermediate turtle
support structure, (4) support rods, (5) tilting actuator. All parts are fabricated
out of PAI. In the image the two front support rods (connecting the two turtle-
shaped support structure depicted in red) are not shown for better display.
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company, was installed to drive the linear rod. The inner support structure was
fabricated out of poly-amide1, which has a very low outgassing rate, low thermal
expansion coefficient and is certified for operation at liquid argon temperatures. Be-
cause of overpressure requirements of the MicroBooNE cryostat, the feedthrough
construction was successfully seal tested for 0.3 bar over-pressure.

An evacuated quartz glass pipe is required to facilitate an undisturbed entry of
the laser beam into the liquid argon phase (see Section 5.2 for details). This pipe
is positioned at centre of the rotatable feedthrough and held in place by three o-
ring seals. The glass pipe is enclosed in a metal housing to prevent any damage
during installation or operation. The failure of the glass pipe would result in the
exposure of the inner cryostat to ambient air, introducing unwanted impurities into
the liquid argon. Furthermore, glass parts falling into the cryostat could damage
the TPC or the filtration system irreversibly.

Precision position encoders are installed on both movable axes. To measure the
rotary position a commercially available encoder2 setup from Heidenhain is in-
stalled. The device uses two markings for position encoding, one continuous mark-
ing for stepping (with a resolution of 0.001°) and a second one, spaced equally 2°
apart for absolute position encoding. The encoder ring is mounted onto the outer
side of the feedthrough flange, rotating whenever the mirror is rotated. The en-
coder head is held in place by a support beam fixed onto two rods attached to
the non movable part of the feedthrough. This construction has the advantage
that any backlash error due to gear movement is excluded and the measurement
directly converts to the azimuthal angle used for downstream processing. Two
limit switches are installed to ensure the rotary movement is confined in the safe
range. To measure the polar angle, the linear movement of the rod is coupled
to an absolute linear encoder 3, manufactured by Heidenhain. Again, two limit
switches ensure safe operation. The linear movement is translated into a rotation
by the piston and rod construction. This construction introduces uncertainties to
the measurement position and a backlash. However, the backlash can be compen-
sated by always approaching positions from the same direction. For the translation
of the linear movement ∆L into a rotation ∆φ the translation ratio s according to
∆L = s×∆φ was measured with a laser alignment device. A 45 deg movement was
measured by positioning the mirror such that an alignment laser is exactly reflected
back, then the mirror was moved 45 deg such that it overlaps with the laser beam of
the alignment device. The obtained ratio was found to be s = 0.3499± 0.0002 mm/°
. This translation ratio is used in the following for absolute measurements in the
vertical direction. The dominant error in the vertical position measurement is there-
fore the accuracy of the encoder σlinear = ±1 µm, which translates into a vertical
rotation measurement accuracy σpolar = ±10.29′′. Both encoders rely on photoelec-
tric reading of a measuring standard.

1 Duratron T4301 PAI
2 Heidenhain AK ERA 4480

3 Heidenhain LC 415
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5.4 electronic system

The electronic subsystem is built to control the laser beam introduced into the
detector. Furthermore, it supplies a trigger signal to the TPC and simultaneously
records laser beam parameters, such as beam direction and energy. It can be di-
vided in two intertwined parts. Firstly, all motors controlling the direction and
shape of the beam. Secondly, the measurement part, which records the beam di-
rection with two encoders installed on the feedthrough construction and supplies
a trigger signal to the TPC by means of a photodiode. The electronic backend is
individual, but identical for each laser system. An overview block diagram of all
devices and connections is drawn in Figure 5.9.

Ethernet

Rotary Motor

Linar Motor

Mirror Mount

Rotary Encoder

Linear Encoder

UV Laser

Attenuator

Aperture
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Figure 5.9: A block diagram of electric component used in the laser calibration system. The
feedthrough and laser box form two separate installations, connected (trough
various controllers) to the data acquisition and control server.

Controls for the laser box encompass the UV laser source, the attenuator and
the aperture. Their function principles and use is documented in Section 5.2. Addi-
tionally a remote controllable mirror mount is present but not shown in the block
diagram, due to single use during commissioning. The aforementioned devices
are all connected to the Data Acquisition (DAQ) and control server trough a USB
hub. All devices can be controlled trough the serial port with various standards,
described below. The photodiode1 signal is connected to a logic rack where the
signal is discriminated and distributed to the position encoder and detector trig-
ger inputs. To convert the photodiode signal with levels from 0 V to 5 V to Nuclear
Instrumentation Standard (NIM) logic levels a discriminator is used. The discrim-

1 Thorlabs DET-10A
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inator threshold level is set to 3 V and the NIM logic out is used as an output.
The signal is split by a fan in/out module to a timer and two NIM to Transistor-
Transistor Logic (TTL) converters. A signal pulse with a length of 20 ns, compatible
with the MicroBooNE trigger input, is generated by the timer. The TTL output of
the timer is connected to a TTL to fiber converter1.

Additionally, a normal and an inverted signal is each fed to NIM to TTL converter,
used as bipolar signals of the RS485 input of the encoder controller. The detector
trigger line is propagated trough a fibre to ensure galvanic separation of detector
ground reference and building ground, where the laser racks is connected. The
detailed logic is shown in Figure 5.10. Firing the laser while Photomultiplier Tubes
(PMTs) are in operation might cause irreversible damage to them, to prevent this
scenario the interlock of the laser power supply is connected to a PMT High Voltage
(HV) enable signal.

Photodiode Level 
Adapter

Fan in/ out

NIM to TTL 

Encoder +Encoder -

Timer NIM to TTL 

Liteway
TTL to Fiber

Inverted

Figure 5.10: Block diagram of the photodiode signal discrimination and distribution.

The feedthrough hosts rotary and linear motors, accompanied by corresponding
encoders, see Section 5.3 for mechanical details of the devices. Both stepper motors
are driven by two identical motor controllers2 with different drive current settings
to respect the limits of the individual motors. Moreover, the limit switches of the
motor installation are connected to the motor controller. Two encoders supply the
necessary measurements for laser beam direction determination. The linear and
rotary encoder are connected to a controller3, which sends the acquired measure-
ments as User Datagram Protocol (UDP) packages over an ethernet connection to
the DAQ server. Two different operation modes are used for position data. The
polling mode, where the encoders read the position at a fixed rate, is used during
testing and calibration of the system. For detector scanning the external trigger in-
put is used to initiate position readings. In both modes, along the absolute position
measurements, the trigger count and a relative time stamp is recorded.

1 LuxLink DT-7201

2 Schneider Electric MForce MicroDrives
3 Heidenhain EIB741
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Each laser system incorporates a dedicated 19-inch rack, hosting the DAQ server1,
the control units and power supplies of the installed devices. The Alternating
Current (AC) power distribution is routed trough a Uninterruptible Power Sup-
ply (UPS)2, to ensure a proper shut down procedure in case of a power outage.
An interlock is implemented, such that after a power outage the system has to
be switched on manually, preventing accidental laser firing. Direct Current (DC)
power distribution is realized trough a custom built distribution system using
several DC power supplies3. A MicroBooNE standard rack protection system is
installed, which monitors temperatures and issues an alarm if smoke is detected.
The unit is connected to the slow monitoring system of MicroBooNE. Another
safety feature is the housing of the laser power supply, its dimensions are chosen
such that if a cooling water leak occurs, all water is held inside it. Four fans are
installed in the laser housing for cooling.

5.5 remote control system

The main objective of the remote control system is to achieve high repeatability of
laser beam trajectories and configurations. An additional design driver for the con-
trol system was the requirement to operate the laser calibration system remotely.
This emerges from the fact that calibration campaigns are performed during neu-
trino beam downtime, which can be announced with a lead time of as little as few
minutes and last for only few hours. Therefore, a fast reaction time is needed to
obtain laser calibration data whenever possible. Only by automation of the laser
operation these time constraints can be met. Furthermore, because of safety con-
siderations, the entire UV laser beam path is fully enclosed such that no UV light
can harm people in its vicinity. The mechanical design implications to meet these
standards, severely restricts manual access to the optical table feedthrough.

The following devices were included in the remote control system: the laser head,
the two steerable mirrors, the attenuator, the aperture and the two stepper motors
controlling the movement of the last (cold) mirror. Except the aperture, which was
connected via USB, all systems were connected to a control server trough RS232

connections. See Section 5.4 for details. To control the individual devices via soft-
ware, a python package was developed in an object-oriented approach. This allows
each subsystem to be treated in the same way, enabling a unified way of access-
ing the devices. Since, all movement in the system is done by motors, a generic
motor class was introduced. Furthermore, all motors are controlled trough a serial
port, acting as a physical layer to various interaction protocols. The motor class
accepts generic definitions for movement distances, speeds, directions and acceler-
ations, once the stepping resolution is defined. Main functions implemented are
relative and absolute movement instructions. Moreover, if applicable for the de-
vice, position reading, monitoring and movement abortion was implemented. The
individual motor protocols are implemented trough pre- and postfixes. Testing
capabilities are introduced in a way that serial port communications are looped

1 DALCO R1304BTL
2 Tripp Lite UPS SMART750RMXL2U
3 TDK Lambda Series
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Figure 5.11: Homing procedure for all motor axes. In phase (1) the motor approaches the
home switch at homing speed (VH). Once the home switch is reached, the
motor decelerates during phase (2). In phase (3) the movement direction is
inverted and the speed is lowered to minimum to creep speed (VI). When the
home switch is released the movement is stopped immediately (4).

back and not sent to the device. This allows the correctness of the expected com-
munication to be checked. The serial commands sent to the individual devices are
blocking commands, but the reaction time is usually slow, hence no long waiting
function calls exist in the control program.

For clear organization, a device class was introduced, holding meta information
such as the name, and implementing the get and set functions for any parameter
defined by the inheriting class. In an additional base class, used by all devices,
the serial communication level is managed. At the same level logging and of all
interaction with the devices and shell output is handled. In addition to devices,
services were implemented. These are responsible for data formatting, data trans-
mission and input/output handling. In the next section the data acquisition model
is explained in detail.

To ensure precise repeatability, before each laser scan the rotary and linear mo-
tors are calibrated against a home switch. For this operation, one of the limit
switches is approached at a slow speed VH. When the homing switch is activated,
the motor decelerates until halt. At minimum speed VC the motor creeps in the
opposite direction until the home switch is released again. Figure 5.11 illustrates
this procedure. In this position the position counter is reset to zero.

This procedure was cross checked for repeatability using the absolute position
encoders for both axes and systems. For the check the homing procedure was re-
peated one hundred times, each time the stop position was used as a measurement
point, results are shown in Figure 5.12. A standard deviation of σl,1 = 0.011 mm
and σl,2 = 0.012 mm was found for the linear motors. For the rotary motor the
spread is higher, due to the higher gear ratio, σφ,1 = 0.019° and σφ,2 = 0.021°. The
homing procedure is performed automatically at the beginning of each run, during
the warm up period of the laser. After a power outage or any miscommunication
is detected, the homing has to be performed manually.

To conduct a laser scan with the laser system, a python program performs all
operations. The operations stored in a file read at the beginning of the scan. This
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Figure 5.12: Homing procedure cross check for both axes of both laser calibration systems.
The top plot shows the hundred readings of the linear encoders, the bottom
plot the reading of the rotary encoder. Blue and orange colours indicate the
two individual systems (LCS1 and LCS2). Laser system 2 measurements are
offset by 0.2 mm and 0.2°.

file contains lines of instructions for each device. One set of instruction contains
the following parameters:

• Index: Acceding identifier

• Horizontal relative movement: Distance to be moved by the rotary motor
in this steps relative to the previous position.

• vertical relative movement: Distance to be moved by the linear motor in
this steps relative to the previous position.

• vertical speed: Speed at which the rotary movement will be performed.

• Horizontal speed: Speed at which the linear movement will be performed.

• Shot frequency: Repetition rate ar which the laser is fired. Can be zero, then
a single shot is fired. If negative, the firing will be started after the movement
is finished.

• Numbers of Shots: Only relevant if the shot frequency is negative, this
amount of shots will be fired after the movement is finished.

• Attenuator Position: Power setting of the laser beam.
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• Aperture Position: Absolute aperture position.

The accepted ranges of these parameters are summarized in Table 5.1. A laser scan
is initiated by the start of the program supplying the scan pattern file described
above and a run number. Additional options are possible but not necessary, these
are mainly implemented for testing purposes:

• No Ref: Do not perform a reference run for the rotary encoder.

• No Warm Up: Do not wait for the laser to warm up. Useful whenever the
laser was warmed up manually or after a restart of the program.

• Dry Run: Do not send any data to the devices, instead print them out to the
shell.

• No laser: Ignore all instructions regarding the laser.

• Local Mode: Do not send meta data to data assembler.

• Internal Trigger: Use an internal 10 Hz trigger for the rotary and linear
encoders. Photodiode signals are ignored.

name description range increment

HorMov relative horizontal step −3 - 90° 0.001°

VerMov relative vertical step 0 - 90° 0.001°

HorSpeed horizontal step speed 0 - 5 °/s 0.001°

VerSpeed vertical step speed 0 - 5 °/s 0.1 °/s

AttPos beam energy 0 - 100 % 0.1 °/s

ShtFreq shot frequency −10 - 10 Hz 0.1 Hz

ShtCount shot count 1 - 50 000 1

Table 5.1: Scanning pattern input definitions.

A flow diagram of a stardard laser scan is shwon in Figure 5.13. During the
initialization phase, the laser is warmed up for 20 min and the rotary encoder
performs an initial calibration to gain absolute positioning. The above described
homing procedure for the rotary and linear motor is performed. After all calibra-
tions are performed, the motors bring the cold mirror into the starting position.
When the warm up time has passed and the laser is ready, the program starts to
perform the instruction set one by one. As a first action the attenuator and the aper-
ture are brought into the required positions. This updated configuration is sent to
the data assembler (described in Section 5.6). This is followed by an update of the
laser configuration (not yet shooting) based on the instruction set and an update
of planned laser speeds is sent to the motor controller. Depending whether the
shot frequency is greater than zero or not two different procedures are followed.
If true, the laser shutter is opened and the laser starts firing, right after this action
the relative movement is initiated and monitored. When the movement stops the
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shutter is closed and the laser firing is ceased. If the shot frequency was zero or
negative, the mirror movement is started without opening the shutter, when the
movement stops one of the following two options is possible: if the shot frequency
is set to zero, no shots are fired in this step. If the frequency is below zero, the
absolute value is used to infer the shot frequency and the shot count is used to
calculate the necessary time for the laser to be active. The shutter is opened and
the execution halts for the necessary time. In a last step the step count is increased
and the next instruction set is loaded. This procedure is repeated until all lines of
the configuration file are processed. In a finalize step the motors are brought into
an idle position and the laser is left in idle mode to cool down.

This approach allows a very versatile scanning pattern inputs. It is possible to
scan the detector in a stop and go fashion, where the mirror is brought in position
and after the movement is finished the laser is shot several times. Also possible is
the pattern of firing while the mirror is moving at a constant speed. Furthermore
it is easy to align the laser to a single position and fire the laser at a low rate.

5.6 data acquisition

Data from several sources is stored when a trigger is issued by the photodiode.
First and foremost the laser beam direction is recorded, additionally data from
the remote controlling is stored along with this dataset. Data acquisition is ini-
tiated by the photodiode, which sends a signal trough NIM logic to the encoder
controller (see Section 5.4 for details). The controller acquires positions of the two
encoders connected to it and sends the data, including trigger count and measure-
ment quality metrics, via an UDP package. On the server, a C program receives the
UDP packages, and extracts the relevant information. A time stamp is assigned to
the data package on arrival and is combined with supplemental data from remote
control and written to disk. This program also controls the initial configuration
of the encoder controller and handles position calibrations during the warm up
period.

The main issue with data acquisition arises from the different times when data is
updated. Obviously the laser firing is defining when data is stored, but remote con-
trol might update data much earlier. Therefore a two publisher and one subscriber,
with an intermediate broker, architecture is used. The inter process communica-
tion protocol is used for communication between the different parts. The commu-
nication architecture is implemented using the zeroMQ1 library. Two workers, the
remote control script and the encoder, run as independent threads on the server.
The workers send their data to an intermediate broker, which will confirm the re-
ception of the data with an empty reply. Multiple subscribers can be connected
to request the data to this broker. In the used configuration the data assembler is
the only subscriber. Whenever new data from the encoder arrives the data assem-
bler writes data to a text file. Other subscribers, such as slow controlling, could be
implemented. The described data flow is illustrated in Figure 5.14.

The following data is stored to disk for later processing:

1 www.zeromq.org
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Figure 5.13: Flow diagram for laser run control.
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Publisher 1: 
Encoder Controller 

Broker

Publisher 2: 
Remote Control 

Subscriber 1: 
Data Assembler 

Subscriber 2: 
Slow Monitoring 

Figure 5.14: Publisher-subscriber pattern used for DAQ handling.

• Laser ID: Laser identification, 1 for upstream and 2 for downstream system

• Status: System status indication, 0 if everything is ok, 1 if encoder data is
not available or corrupt, 2 if data from remote control is unavailable

• Linear Position: Raw linear encoder position

• Rotary Position: Raw rotary encoder position

• Attenuator Position: Attenuator position

• Aperture Position: Aperture position

• Trigger Time High: Absolute trigger time in s

• Trigger Time Low: Relative trigger time in µs

• Trigger Count: Trigger Count from first shot of the current run

• Step Count: Current configuration step number

• Laser Trigger Count: Total shots fired by the laser

• Position Axis 1 of M1

• Position Axis 2 of M1

• Position Axis 1 of M2
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• Position Axis 2 of M2

To be able to connect the collected data with an individual TPC readout event, the
time stamp is recorded as well. Under high load on the server the time stamping
might vary. This was tested with the following procedure, the encoder controller
was set to issue new positions with a rate of 10 Hz, simulating the maximal trig-
ger rate achievable by the UV laser. To simulate high load the command line tool
stress1 was used. During the entire test period all processors of the server were
fully loaded. The critical metric for this test is the time spread of the time stamp
for successive measurements. If it is small enough, measurements from the laser
and the detector can be combined without ambiguities. However, if the spread be-
tween time stamps of consecutive measurements is within the range of the actual
time spacing of the measurements, in our case 0.1 ms, the two data frames can not
be matched uniquely. The test revealed that the time spread of subsequent mea-
surements σt is 12 µs, well below the minimal time spread of laser firings. As a
time source for the laser DAQ a common Network Time Protocol (NTP) servers is
used. The same server is supplying time to all other detector DAQ systems.

Matching offline recorded data from the laser side and the TPC side is based on
the timestamp on each data set. Naive matching by event number is not feasible
due to the possibility of trigger losses introduced by any device in the trigger
generation chain (photodiode, discriminator, optical transport or trigger input).
Hence laser data is matched offline against the TPC by timestamp. This is realized
as a python script, which outputs an one dimensional array in where the index is
the TPC event number and the stored value is the corresponding laser event number.
This array can then be used during event processing and analysis, described in
Section 6.4. Matches are found by stepping trough laser event timestamps tLaser

and finding TPC events with timestamps tTPC within a time range 100 µs according
to

|tLaser − tTPC| < 100 µs. (5.6)

The threshold of 100 µs was chosen well below the expected maximum laser firing
repetition rate of 10 Hz or 100 ms. If no match could be found the array value
was set to −1, so latter processing can skip the event in question. Figure 5.15

illustrates the procedure on a full laser scan. In the top graph, the time difference
of consecutive trigger events for the laser and the detector are shown. Spikes of
increased time-differences arise when the a horizontal scan step is finished and
the azimuthal angle and possibly the laser attenuation is adjusted. During this
time the laser is not firing, hence no trigger signals are issued. In the zoomed
view an offset of 5 events for the location of the increased time difference for the
laser and the detector is visible. As a test for the correct working procedure of the
matching algorithm, the absolute time difference between laser and detector events
is analyzed, plotted on the bottom of the aforementioned figure. The standard
deviation of the time series is used to qualify the correctness of the matching,
whenever lower than 50 µs, the matching was assumed correct.

1 linux.die.net/man/1/stress
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Figure 5.15: Event time alignment. The top graph displays the time steps between con-
secutive laser (blue) and TPC (orange) events. The zoomed in view shows an
event misalignment of a larger step. On the bottom row, the individual time
differences and a corresponding histogram of laser and TPC events after time
matching is displayed.

5.7 comissioning and operation

After successful commissioning the main parts of MicroBooNE, obtaining an op-
erational LArTPC the laser system was commissioned. Two challenge arises during
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installation. Firstly, because the laser system was installed after transportation of
the closed cryostat (welded shut) to it’s final location at Liquid Argon Test Facil-
ity (LArTF), the alignment of the UV beam onto the cold mirror could not be verified
in place. The alignment had to be (re-)established without optical feedback at the
cold mirror, this was achieved by observing the TPC signal while manually issu-
ing laser firing commands. The remotely controlled mirror mounted on the optical
feedthrough (M3 in Figure 5.3) was used to adjust the direction of the UV beam
between laser firings. An array of possible M3 mirror positions was scanned until
a coarse alignment of the laser beam onto the cold mirror was reached. These M3

positions were chosen such that the minimum step-size in between firings (based
on the length of the mirror holder structure and mirror size) was not displacing the
laser beam more than the size of the cold mirror at a previous position. The starting
position of the array was chosen manually, by observing the green alignment laser
reflections on the feedthrough, during installation work. These considerations lead
to approximately 400 positions to scan. Each step will included a firing of the laser
at several horizontal cold mirror positions (discussed below). By the presence of a
laser track in the TPC (displayed in the online monitor) the alignment is verified.
During this corase scanning the laser pulse energy attenuation was minimal and
the aperture was also opened maximally. This configuration was chosen to increase
the probability of an TPC response even if the cold mirror was only hit partially by
the laser beam. In a finer alignment procedure, optimal laser alignment onto the
cold mirror was achieved by stepping trough mirror M3 positions in an alternating
(in x and y direction) pattern, while observing the laser track position and shape in
the TPC for different cold mirror positions. The step-size of this procedure is chose
much smaller than for the coarse alignment. Furthermore, the beam energy was
optimized with respect to cold mirror positions as well as the ionization profile
along the beam.

Secondly, as already anticipated above, the laser beam direction relative to the
detector is unknown due to the thermal contraction of the TPC with respect to
the last (cold) mirror. This makes the firing of several laser pulses for each M3

position necessary because the laser track could be absorbed by a field cage ring.
The opening angle of the scanning pattern was chosen such that at least two field
cage rings will be scanned, ensuring a gap is present in the scanned region.

After establishing the alignment onto the cold mirror, the coverage limits of the
laser system were explored. The obtained limits were then used to confine the
nominal scanning regions. Further adjustment had to be made before a laser scan
with optimal setting could be performed, these steps are discussed in Section 5.8.

After completed commissioning and system calibrations, nominal data runs
were performed. Because of the unknown precise position of the field cage rings
with respect to the cold mirror, a conservative scanning procedure is deployed. The
cold mirror is first brought in a position where the laser beam is pointing down-
ward towards the cathode, then a horizontal scan is performed at a fixed firing rate
and movement speed until the limit is reached. The polar angle is then decreased
without firing, and a horizontal scan is performed in the opposite direction, with
the same movement speed and firing rate. This horizontal procedure is repeated
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until the limiting angle in the polar direction is reached. This pattern is conserva-
tive in the way that it does not take into account the position of gaps in the field
cage structure, at the cost of an extended total scanning time. The movement speed
was chosen slow with respect to the laser firing, nominal scans were taken with
a stepping speed of vh = 0.1 deg /s and a firing rate of fl = 4 Hz. The horizontal
stepping speed can be neglected as only a few steps (with respect to horizontal
steps) were performed in this direction. In this configuration a complete laser scan
with both systems lasted for about 6 hours, scan time can be adjusted by varying vh
and fl according to the need. Laser scans were mainly performed during planned
long beam shut breaks, during which maintenance and upgrades were performed
on the proton beamline. Furthermore, laser scans were performed when the any
unplanned beam downtime long enough.

5.8 system calibrations

Several parameters have to be tuned before a laser scan can be performed. First
and foremost the laser path has to be aligned onto the cold mirror (see Figure 5.3
for details). Secondly, because of the reflectivity dependence on AOI, a laser energy
attenuation calibration has to be obtained. Lastly, the cold mirror position relative
to the TPC has to be calibrated precisely after the cryostat is filled with liquid argon.

Laser path alignment onto the cold mirror was performed when the Micro-
BooNE TPC was fully operational and was one of the major tasks during com-
missioning work. All alignment work in the laser box and on the feedthrough side
was completed beforehand. In this state the only unknown parameters is the cor-
rect position of the mirror on the top flange (M3 in Figure 5.3). If the mirror was
positioned correctly, and the cold mirror is arranged such that laser is deflected
into the detector, an ionization signal would be created by the laser. For this rea-
son a cold mirror position was selected, during laser installation, that fulfilled this
criterion. Because of thermal shrinkage of the detector the path into the detector
might become blocked by a field cage ring, but with horizontal adjustments to the
mirror direction, the path is likely to be unblocked. More challenging is the align-
ment onto the cold mirror. In a first step, using the visible alignment laser, mirror
M3 is positioned such that the back reflections from the quartz pipe surfaces are
overlapping. In this position the alignment is approximately parallel to the quartz
pipe. This position is set as initial position for a stepwise spiral scan of directions,
the step size in both azimuthal and elevation axis were chosen to be 2 mrad. This
corresponds to a displacement of 6 mm at the distance where the cold mirror is lo-
cated. For the scanning procedure the laser beam energy was set to maximum, to
leave an ionisation signal even if only a small part of the beam would be reflected
by the cold mirror. Likewise, the beam diameter was set to maximum to increase
the cross section between the incoming beam and the unknown cold mirror posi-
tion. This path alignment has to be performed for each laser separately. Once the
laser alignment is established, mirror positions are stored permanently and further
calibration work can be performed.
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To compensate the loss of reflectivity at high AOI at the cold mirror (see Fig-
ure 5.4), the energy of the laser pulse has to be adjusted accordingly. The goal
of this calibration is to find a pulse energy setting for any AOI, such that hits
produced by the laser are similar to minimum ionizing particle tracks. Since Mi-
croBooNE track reconstruction algorithms are optimized for these kind of tracks,
this will allow the reuse of theses algorithms to obtain laser tracks in later stage
analysis.

Although the mirror behaviour is well understood and the possibility of a prior
(to full detector operation) calibration is feasible, a calibration was performed for
both laser systems after full laser commissioning. With this approach any system-
atic difference between the laboratory conditions of a calibration and the Micro-
BooNE laser system is excluded. To operate in the widest high reflectivity range
of the mirror, the p-polarized output path of the attenuator is selected. This leads
to a flat reflectivity behaviour for AOI up to 60°. To obtain a laser energy setting
for all polar angles, the following approach is used. The cold mirror is brought to
a position where no field cage is blocking the path, in this position a polar angle
scan from 10° to 75° is performed for laser energy settings from 10 % to 90 %. The
scan vertical movement was kept at a constant low speed of 0.5 °/s while firing
laser pulses at a rate of 4 Hz, culminating in 520 TPC events per energy setting. A
pulse energy step size of 10 % was chosen, resulting in a total of 4680 events. All
events associated with a calibration run are processed trough the laser hit finder
described in Section 6.2, with the amplitude/width veto disabled. The hit finder
only reconstructed hits in the regions where laser ionisation signal was expected.
For further analysis the mean amplitude over width ratio of all reconstructed hits
in an event is considered. Figure 5.16 accumulates all information in a 3D graph, in
the x-y plane the pulse energy setting and the AOI span two dimensions. The third
dimension shows the mean amplitude over width ratio of single events, here col-
ors indicate the power setting to better distinguish adjacent measurement points.
Individual hit amplitude over width ratios indicate whether a hit is dominated by
its amplitude or by its width, relative to a baseline.

Such a baseline amplitude over width ratio can be establish for hits with low
laser energy of 10 %, here the probability of ionization by the laser is very low, so
reconstructed hits originate solely from cosmic muons constantly penetrating the
detector. Additionally a baseline is established where the laser is triggering the
TPC readout, while mirror M2 is tuned such that the laser path is directed into
the laser box wall. 2000 events were recorded in this configuration and processed
identically to the data taken with laser tracks present in the event. The result of
both approaches agree with ratios of ra/w,10% = 8.2± 0.3 and ra/w,0 = 8.12± 0.08,
respectively. The presence of laser tracks in the expected region is correlated with
elevated amplitude/width ratios relative to the baseline. Ratios of 20 and above
start to appear for smaller AOI as the pulse energy is increased. The ratio reaches
levels of 40 and above for fractional pulse energies above 0.8 for most of the AOI

range. In Figure 5.17 four 2D views displaying the raw wire signals in a confined
region is shown. In these graphs the raw signal amplitude is shown as a colour
scale, dark blue is close to the baseline, light blue towards red indicates higher
amplitudes. The selected region is approximately 6 m wide and 50 cm high. The
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Figure 5.16: Event by event mean amplitude over width ratios for variable laser pulse ener-
gies and polar angles. The red line indicates the chosen calibration curve used
for further laser studies.

laser beam enters from the left. In addition to the laser track, cosmic events are
present in these views. For all four events the AOI is identical at 61°, but with
increasing laser pulse energies of 20 %, 60 %, 70 % and 90 %. It can be observed
that with higher pulse energies the signal amplitude increases as well. With low
pulse energies of 20 % the ionization signal decays quickly along the laser path, the
signal is lost in the noise level about 2/3 into the detector. At medium to high levels
the ionisation signal is above noise level and similar to cosmic events, although the
width of the signal is increased. At almost maximal energy the amount of induced
charge reaches a level such that the pre-amplifiers become saturated and exhibit
non-linear behaviour, corresponding to very high amplitude over width ratios.

The aim of the calibration is to produce laser signals of similar fashion to image
b) in Figure 5.17 consistently over all polar angles. To achieve this, a pulse en-
ergy vs angle of incidence curve is chosen along the red curve in Figure 5.16. The
curve follows the amplitude over width ratio value of 15 along all AOI. The curve is
mostly linear, starts with a low energy settings at large AOI and increases towards
larger pulse energies at smaller AOI. This behaviour corresponds well with the ex-
pected drop of reflectivity at smaller AOI. For further use, the calibration curve is
implemented into the scan steering control software. The software automatically
adjusts the settings of the attenuator to produce optimal ionisation signals in the
TPC based on the desired polar angle in the scanning pattern.

The exact knowledge of the cold mirror position relative to the TPC is crucial for
any processing of laser data. Without this information the true path of the laser
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.17: Four raw signal views for laser ionization signals at equal laser directions with
increasing laser pulse energy (a) to (d). The selected region shows raw signal
on the first 2000 collection wires (along the horizontal axis.)
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is not well-defined and hence correction vectors cannot be determined precisely.
The location of the mirror could have been measured when the TPC was inserted
into the cryostat. However, the side location of the anchor point between the TPC

and cryostat results thermal contractions that are hardly predictable. Therefore,
the exact position has to be determined after the cryostat and TPC have reached
liquid argon temperatures. The mirror position calibration is a two fold process.
In a first step, relative distances to an arbitrary field cage ring are determined. In
a second step, the absolute position of the reference field cage is fixed. Naturally
this calibration has to be performed for both laser systems individually.

As base input, a data-set with multiple horizontal scans of the detector volume
is used. A single horizontal scan consists of laser firings while the cold mirror is
moving at a constant speed, scanning the azimuth range of the detector. During
this movement the polar angle stays constant. The field cage rings will prevent
laser beams entering the detector when aimed at them. Therefore, a horizontal scan
will produce an on/off pattern of ionization signal either present or absent in the
detector. This pattern is unique to a mirror position. It is also possible to calculate
the expected pattern from any estimated mirror position, using basic trigonometry
and the known ring diameter and ring-to-ring distances. Calculating the overlap
of the estimated and observed pattern leads to an optimization problem. A sketch
of the described procedure is shown on the right side of Figure 5.18. The measured
pattern is extracted from collection wire data in a very narrow region at the entry
point of the laser beam into the detector. This region is 200 wires wide (60 mm)
and a drift time window of 200 µs. Hits are extracted from raw waveforms using
the laser hit finder described in Section 6.2. The total number of hits present in the
region is then used as a proxy for the presence or absence of a laser signal under
the recorded azimuthal angle. The number of hits in the entry region is aggregated
in a histogram with a bin size of 0.06° (blue crosses) shown in Figure 5.19 and
Figure 5.20 (a). Regions with elevated hit counts clearly emerge between 5° to
−25°, whereas for high angles the path into the TPC is fully blocked and laser
beams can not enter. Moreover the width of the elevated count decreases as the
angle increases, which agrees well with the assumption that the elevated hit count
is produced by laser beams.

For the calibration of the mirror y-position a similar approach is deployed. As
can be seen in Figure 4.6, two horizontal bars are installed for field cage support.
This structure’s position is well-defined and accessible with the laser system. Since
its extension in the z-direction outward of the detector (also visible in Figure 4.6),
this structure restricts the azimuth range of the laser system. An illustration of
the procedure is sketched in Figure 5.18. For the y-position calibration a data-
set is chosen where laser beams were introduced into the detector along a field
cage opening. The scanned range includes polar angles from −70 deg to 70 deg,
angles were aggregated into a histogram with bin size of 0.1 deg. To identify the
presence or absence of laser tracks, the identical procedure as described above
is deployed. In contrast to the x-z-calibration, only one large band where tracks
enter the detector is present, with the boundaries defined by the support structure.
Using the known distance (Dbar = 97.335± 0.200 cm) and simple trigonometry, it
is again possible to estimate the y-position.
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Figure 5.18: Sketch of the mirror position calibration procedure. On the left side, the top
view (x-z-plane) is illustrated with the field cage rings in grey. The true laser
position is illustrated in orange and solid lines, the true pattern under which
laser tracks are visible is depicted in orange as well. In green and dashed lines
an arbitrary estimated mirror position is introduced. The visible track range
of the estimated position is shown as green band. On the right, a side view of
the detector (x-y-plane) is shown. The laser range is restricted by the field cage
support structure. Again the true and estimated laser positions are illustrated
in orange and green, respectively.

Region edges with laser signal present are identified with a count threshold of
9 hits, the edge locations are indicated as red lines in Figure 5.19. In a final stage,
the overlap of the measured and estimated widths is minimized using the the
Nelder-Mead method of SCIPY [102]. This minimization is performed for all three
space-dimension using the two independent data-sets. As initial estimators the
known mirror position measured during installation is used. The results of the op-
timization problem for each laser system, together with the used data set is shown
in Figure 5.19 for the upstream, and in Figure 5.20 for the downstream system. The
mirror positions obtained with this method are summarized in Table 5.2.

system x[cm] y[cm] z[cm]

LCS1 103.8± 0.05 8.6± 0.05 −35.6± 0.05

LCS2 102.5± 0.05 8.2± 0.05 1080.2± 0.05

Table 5.2: Cold mirror positions after calibration
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Figure 5.19: Cold mirror position calibration pattern for the upstream laser system. For
azimuth (a) and polar angles (b). Blue crosses indicate the number of recorded
hit for a given angle. Red bands show the direction under which gaps are
measured. Green bands indicate the best location of the gaps under the best
estimation of the mirror position.
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Figure 5.20: Cold mirror position calibration pattern for the downstream laser system. For
azimuth (a) and polar angles (b). Blue crosses indicate the number of recorded
hit for a given angle. Red bands show the direction under which gaps are
measured. Green bands indicate the best location of the gaps under the best
estimation of the mirror position.
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E L E C T R I C F I E L D C A L I B R AT I O N

The most crucial detector properties of a time projection chamber is the electric
drift field. The electric field governs the recombination rate of the electrons pro-
duced in the ionization process, impacting the electric signal formation. Imma-
nently related to this is the scintillation light yield, electrons that are drifted away
from the interaction site cannot participate in the scintillation process. Ultimately,
both of these effects affect the calorimetric capabilities of the Time Projection Cham-
ber (TPC). Furthermore, if the electric field is not uniform, ionization tracks will be
distorted during the drift towards the readout plane. This leads to systematic er-
rors in particle track reconstruction if not taken into account.

This chapter will introduce the electric field present in the detector and the
various sources responsible for inhomogeneities of it. This is followed by several
sections building up to the reconstruction of the electric field in the detector start-
ing from raw data. First, hit finding and track reconstruction used to obtain laser
3D track signals is described. In the next section, the obtained track set is used to
calculate residuals based on the information about the expected laser path. This is
followed by the calculation and interpolation of a distortion map on a regular grid.
Finally, the methodology used to derive the electric field based on the distortion
map is introduced. All steps are illustrated in Figure 6.1. Additionally, parts as
well as the full methodology is verified using a known electric field.

E-Field

Distortion
Map

Hit & Track 
Reconstruction

Residuals
(True - Reco)

Raw
Data

Track
Selection

Figure 6.1: Different steps of the approach to reconstruct the electric field.

6.1 e-field in the mircoboone detector

The MircoBooNE detector assembly is built such that the electric field points in
a horizontal direction, see Figure 4.5, Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. At the anode
(UAnode = 0 V), three wireplane are installed for readout purposes. 2.56 m away
from the anode, the cathode is installed, which can be held at various negative
potentials. The nominal voltage, at which the TPC is operated during neutrino data
taking is −70 kV. This anode-cathode configuration governs the main drift direc-
tion. To obtain an uniform electric field within the active volume, field cage rings
are installed. 64 tubes, with a diameter of 2.5 cm, arranged around the volume be-
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tween the anode and cathode, are held at an incremental potential such that field
lines emerge and stay perpendicular to the cathode until they reach the anode.
This ideal configuration allows for back-projection of the recorded wire signals to
reconstruct a three dimensional track.

The goal of the following section is to understand and estimate the build up
of space charge in the detector. First, the origin of the cosmic muons present in
the MicroBooNE detector is discussed. Then the charge deposited in the detecor is
estimated, which is then used as an input to E-Field simulations.

The bombardment of the earth by cosmic rays, which consist mainly of protons,
alpha particles and heavier nuclei, induces hadronic interactions with the nuclei
present in the atmosphere (mainly nitrogen and oxygen). A complete and thorough
discussion of cosmic rays in the atmosphere can be found in [103] and references
therein, what follows is a summary of the relevant processes for MicroBooNE. The
primary particle interaction produce local showers, induced by mesons and other
secondary particles produced in the collision. As the primaries pass trough the
atmosphere further showers and secondaries are produced. The secondary parti-
cles consist of mainly π+, π− and π0 but kaons and other particles are produced
as well. These secondaries, if energetic enough, will themselfs form secondaries
again, this process builds the backbone of the hadron cascade. However, these sec-
ondaries are all unstable, hence they decay, eventually stopping the cascade. Due
to the increase of density when secondaries further penetrate the atmosphere, en-
ergy loss is increased and eventually the decay process overpowers the formation
of new secondaries. Charged pion decays trough weak interactions into a muon
and a muon-neutrino,

π+ → µ+ + νµ and π− → µ− + ν̄µ (6.1)

with a lifetime of τπ = 2.6× 10−8 s. The lifetime of particles is enhance by the
time dilation τ(E) = γτ0,χ, with γ being the Lorentz factor known from special
relativity. Neutral pions decay into gamma rays (π0 → 2γ) creating an electromag-
netic shower via pair production and bremsstrahlung. The muons produced in the
charged pion decay have a lifetime at rest of 2.2× 10−6 s and can survive great
atmospheric depths if energetic enough. Hence the bulk of cosmic particles at the
earth’s surface is represented by muons.

The muon flux I at the earth surface is dependent on the energy and the az-
imuthal angle θ. Low energetic muon will decay before they reach the ground,
while the flux at high energies at the surface is reflecting the primary particle spec-
trum. The dependency on the azimuthal angle is due to the increase in density
from the extended path trough the atmosphere for high azimuth angles. Azimuthal
dependency is very small, hence it is usually ignored. The muon flux has been
measured and parameterized extensively in the last 50 years, [104] and references
therein. An analytical approximation for the muon flux was given by Gaisser [105],
which describes the muon flux at high energies and azimuthal angles up to 70 deg.
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The expression was extended to include lower energies and higher azimuthal an-
gles based on experimental data by [106], leading to

dI
dEµdΩ

= 0.14
(

Eµ

GeV

(
1 +

3.64GeV
Eµ(cosθ∗)

1.29))−2.7[ 1

1 + 1.1Eµ cos θ∗
115GeV

+
0.054

1 + 1.1Eµ cos θ∗
850GeV

]
,

(6.2)
Where Eµ is the muon energy and θ∗ the modified azimuthal angle. The two addi-
tive terms emerge from the pion and kaon contributions in the secondary spectrum.
The modified azimuthal angle cos θ∗ is an empirical obtained fit that replaces cos θ

in the originally proposed equation and is given by

cos θ∗ =

√
(cosθ)2 + P2

1 + P2(cos θ)P3 + P4(cos θ)P
5

1 + P2
1 + P4

. (6.3)

From fits to data the parameters Pi were determined to,P1 = 0.102573, P2 =

−0.068287, P3 = 0.958633, P4 = 0.0407253 and P5 = 0.81728. Equation 6.2 gives the
muon flux at sea level, it can be corrected for greater elevations taking into account
the decrease in atmospheric depth. MicroBooNE is situated at 227 m above sea level
[107], the atmospheric depth discrepancy to sea level is minimal, hence the effect is
ignored. The analytical description in Equation 6.2 can be integrated over the solid
angle to obtain the unit flux of muons in MicroBooNE, given an energy threshold.
An energy threshold of 0.2 GeV is chosen, since muons below this energy travel
approximately 14 cm in steel [20], hence most of muons in this energy range are
absorbed in the bulk (liquid argon surrounding the detector, insulation, building
etc.) above the MicroBooNE detector. The mean energy of muons at sea level is
roughly 1 GeV [103], in this energy range muons are able to penetrate liquid argon
roughly 4 m. Which is well above the The muon flux trough a horizontal area
within these energy bounds is

IH(E > 0.2GeV) = 1.72× 10−2 cm−2s−1. (6.4)

This value well agrees with measurements [103]. To obtain the flux trough a ver-
tical surface, a coordinate transformation is necessary, introducing an additional
integration term, a detailed description is found in [108]. This leads to

IV(E > 0.2GeV) = 0.55× 10−2 cm−2s−1. (6.5)

With the knowledge of these two values it is possible to estimate the amount of
muons passing trough the detector with the known geometry (see Section 4.3),
using

Rtotal = Rtop + Rside = lw× IH + 2(lh + wh)× IV (6.6)

= 4560 s−1 + 3310 s−1 = 7870 s−1. (6.7)

To obtain the amount of produced charge, the mean track length per second in
the detector has to be estimated. [108] estimates the mean track length based on
a cos2 θ approximation for the zenith flux distribution and horizontal slices much
thinner than the total volume. The mean muon path length per second is then
estimated to

〈L〉 = LH

Rtotal
≈ 3

2
IHV
Rtotal

. (6.8)
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where the total horizontal track length LH ≈ 3
2 IHV was estimated under the given

assumption and V = l×w× h is the volume. Using the above calculated total rate
and horizontal flux together with the detector dimensions leads to 〈L〉 ≈ 204 cm.
In combination with the total rate this leads to an average total path length of all
muons in the detector of 〈RL〉 = 〈L〉 × Rtotal ≈ 1.6× 106 cm/s Assuming an min-
imum ionizing particle with a energy deposition per unit volume of 2.1 MeV/cm
and the an average energy of 23.6 eV necessary to create an electron-ion pair, it is
possible to calculate the average number of ions created per unit length

Rions = 〈dE/dx〉/Wi ≈ 90 000 cm−1. (6.9)

All created ion and electrons are subject to recombination, at the nominal electric
field the recombination rate is 40 %, hence the number of ions produced is reduced
by this factor. Combining the ion creation rate per unit length with the average total
path length per second, it is possible to estimate the charge produced per unit time
and volume

K =
Rions × 〈RL〉 × e

V
≈ 2.2× 10−10 Cs−1m−3, (6.10)

where e is the elementary charge.
With this source term, it is now possible to estimate the space charge distribution

in the detector. Assuming an uniform electric field (ignoring effects from the intro-
duced space charge itself), the ions slowly drift towards the cathode, where they
are eventually absorbed. Hence the cathode represents a constant sink. For the
following calculations the detector is assumed to be a infinite parallel capacitor,
with the anode at x = 0 and the cathode at x = D. Also the space charge induced
by the electron formed during ionization are ignored, since the charge is cleared
much faster than the ions. The charge density is described by the (modified) charge
continuity equation [109]

dρ

dt
= −∇ρvd + K− L, (6.11)

where ρ is the charge density vd is the drift speed, K and L are sink and source
terms, respectively. Since we assumed a infinite parallel plate (drift direction is
towards positive x) and we seek a steady-state solution, the equation simplifies to

dρvd

dx
= K, (6.12)

where we put L = 0, since no sink is present. Trough simple integration, using the
boundary conditions, the solution for the charge density

ρ(x) =
Kx
vd

(6.13)

emerges valid in in between the two parallel plates. This result can be interpreted
in the following way. In a volume element at position x the charge produced during
the time t = x/vd is equal to the charge that drifted from the anode (at x = 0) to
x during this time t. Charge that was produced earlier already passed the volume
element at x. With the drift speed vd = 0.6 cm s−1 (at E = 0.273 kV cm−1) and
the charge source derived in Equation 6.10, it is now possible to calculate the
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ion charge density in the detector. At the anode (x = 0 cm) the ion density is
zero, since all ions are drifted away towards the anode and no new charge arrives
from the opposite side. At the cathode (x = 256 cm) the ion density is maximal
ρ(D) = 151 nC/m3. The above discussion neglects the time-dependent terms in
the continuity equation, a detailed discussion how space charge establishes over
time is given in [109].

The derived space charge distribution is used as an input to a finite-element-
simulation using COMSOL [110]. In the simulation the field cage geometry is ap-
proximated by a continuous boundary condition, corresponding to an ideal field
cage geometry. The electric field is introduced with a potential of Ucath = −70 kV
at the cathode. The anode plane is approximated with a continuous boundary con-
dition Uanode = 0 kV. A positive ion density according to the above derived relation
is introduced. The impact of the ion space charge on the nominal field is shown in
Figure 6.2 at two z = 10 cm and z = 510 cm in the x-y-plane. In the three rows the
impacts on the three spatial directions of the electric field are shown as a ration of
the nominal electric field E0. At the edge of the detector, distortions in Ex and Ey

are relatively small for all regions, this is due to the proximity of the slice to the
side, where the boundary conditions introduce a field close to the nominal field.
For the Ez case it is easiest to imagine the electric force acting on a negative charge
probe located on the slice. Since most of the positive charge is present towards
higher z, an attractive force towards the center is present, hence the field strength
is diminished relative to the nominal field by roughly 15 %. For the central slice,
the picture is more complex. Again the negative charge probe is instructive, for
the Ex component the positive space charge density acting on the probe located
at the cathode is present towards lower x, hence an attractive force is acting and
the electric field is increased. Moving towards the cathode the attractive effect is
offset more and more by the ions located behind the charge until the effect is re-
versed. When approaching the anode, the attractive force from all positive charge
behind, towards the cathode, is reducing the nominal field. The distortion is obvi-
ously strongest at the cathode and anode with as much as 20 %. For the Ey case it
is very similar, close to the top an attractive force by all space charge located below
is acting on the probe hence an electric field pointing inwards is present. The effect
is symmetric with a reversed sign for the bottom case. The maximal distortion of
15 % is again at the very edge of the detector. In the Ez case, the positive space
charge for the central slice is equally distributed to the left and right, hence the
two attractive forces acting on a probe charge cancel each other.
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Figure 6.2: Simulated electric field deviations from nominal due to space charge in the
MicroBooNE detecor for two x-y-slices. The left column shows slice close to the
upstream face, the right column shows values for a slice in the middle of the
detector. In the three rows, the deviation from the nominal field E0 in the three
spatial dimensions is shown in percent.
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6.2 hit finding and track reconstruction

A laser scan consists of both laser systems scanning the active volume of the de-
tector. A scan with an single laser system is denoted as a laser run. A laser run
contains multiple TPC events, triggered by the firing of the Ultra Violet (UV) laser.
To obtain a maximal converge of the TPC, under the premise of unknown precise
location of the filed cage rings relative to the steering mirror position, the follow-
ing scanning strategy is deployed. The polar angle is first brought to a maximal
angle of 120° and then is successively decreased to 30° in a configurable stepsize.
During each polar step, the mirror is moved azimuthally from either 3° to −45°
or vice versa at a configurable fixed speed while firing the laser at a fixed, also
configurable, repetition rate. Choosing a low horizontal scan speed with respect
to the laser repetition rate, allows to obtain a maximal number of laser beams that
enter the detector when aimed at a gap between field cage rings. For each event the
laser direction is registered as described in Section 5.6. An estimated laser cover-
age based on the known laser position and the geometry of the field cage is shown
in Figure 6.3. Furthermore, to prevent damage to the array of Photomultiplier
Tubes (PMTs) by a high powered UV beam, the laser beam is not steered towards
the anode.
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Figure 6.3: Estimated TPC coverage by the two laser systems.

The laser track reconstruction is partitioned into four steps: region of interest
selection, hit reconstruction, laser detection and track reconstruction. These steps
will be discussed in depth in the following paragraphs. Laser and TPC data are
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combined by the procedure descibed in Section 5.6 before reconstruction is per-
formed.

In a first step signals of all three wireplanes are cropped to a region of inter-
est where the laser is expected. This is introduced to supress miss-identification
of cosmogenic induced signals as laser tracks. Furthermore computational time
of the following steps is greatly reduced, since the amount raw data to process
is decreased. The selection is derived from the known laser true direction (see
Section 5.6). Along the line defined by the laser entry and exit points a cylinder
with radius rc = 50 cm is introduced. The radius was chosen conservatively based
on the maximum expected distortion amplitude of the order of 20 cm, estimated
form simulation (see section Section 6.1). To ensure no accidental exclusion of laser
tracks the radius was chosen twice as large as the maximal distortion. In all further
steps only signals within this region of interest are considered.

In a second step the digitized signals of all thee wireplanes are searched for
ionization signals (further called hits) individually. To identify hits a custom al-
gorithm, optimized for laser induced signals, was developed. Existing hit finders
are highly optimized for minimum ionizing particles and were found to be unable
to handle larger signal amplitudes, resent in laser data. These high amplitudes
were produced due to pulse energy fluctuations of the UV laser source and the
non-linear reflectivity of the cold mirror. Raw signals differ from plane to plane,
on the collection plane a single positive peak is present, whereas on the induction
plane a bi-polar signal is induced (see section Section 3.7 for a detailed discus-
sion). Before hit detection is performed, the baseline is subtracted from each wire.
The baseline is obtained from calibration noise runs, performed independently of
the laser calibration work. From the same data set the standard deviation of an
individual wire was measured, which is used later. The method deploys several
thresholds to identify hits. Signal amplitudes are scanned along increasing sample
time. On collection wires, if the signal amplitude exceeds the threshold tp, the sub-
sequent samples are scanned until the amplitude falls below the threshold again.
A new hit is defined within these time limits. The maximum amplitude (peak am-
plitude) and the associate sample time within these bounds is saved. On induction
wires, two thresholds tp and tn (positive and negative) enclosing the signal are
introduced. Again wire signals are scanned along increasing sample time, if the
recorded amplitudes exceeds the negative threshold, the signal is scanned until
it falls below the positive threshold again. These bounds are used to define the
hits time extension. The middle point of the distance between maximum positive
and negative amplitudes is used to define the hit’s time locations. All aforemen-
tioned thresholds are chosen twice as large as the wires noise standard deviation
tp = 2σi and tn = −tp where i is the wire number. In addition to thresholds a peak
to width ratio requirement is introduced per wireplane, to reject small amplitude
and relatively long time-scale oscillations. The discussed algorithm is implemented
as an LArSoft [111] producer module, an illustration of its working principle can
be found in Figure 6.4. In Figure 6.5 all recovered hits for all planes in a laser event
are shown. The detected hits contain information about the peak amplitude, width
and digitization time of the found signal.
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Figure 6.4: Illustration of the hit finder working principle for all three wire-planes (top: first
induction (u), middle: second induction (v), bottom: collection (u)). An example
wire signal is shown in blue, the applied threshold are shown in orange (tp) and
green (tn). The time range of the identified hit is indicated in purple.
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Figure 6.5: Hits reconstructed on all three wire-planes (top: first induction (u), middle:
second induction (v), bottom: collection (u)) with the laser hit finder for a single
laser event.
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In a third step, the recovered hits on the three wire-planes are used to derive a
three-dimensional trajectory, also denoted as a track. Several approaches to achieve
this exist, hence a plethora of software algorithms was implemented with different
stages of development and scope. Approaches include the use of Kalman filtering
[112], machine learning [113], tomography [114] and pattern recognition [115]. Sev-
eral of these algorithms were evaluated for laser track reconstruction, with varying
success. The best performance in terms of track reconstruction efficiency and ease
of use was provided by the Pandora software package, the detailed working prin-
ciples of the algorithm can be found in [115]. For laser track reconstruction, only
the subset of tools designed to identify minimum ionizing muons was applied on
the laser hits provided by the previously discussed selection. The Pandora package
was used as a standard way to obtain laser tracks from hits (in a single event) for
all obtained data-sets. The main information present in a track, is the reconstructed
trajectory and the corresponding error estimates. Until now, for each event (gener-
ated by a single laser firing) an assembly of tracks within the region of interest is
present.

6.3 track selection

In the previous section the procedure to obtain tracks was discussed, in a next
step, described herein, the so obtained set of tracks is further processed to iden-
tify or reject tracks be of laser origin or be per event with high efficiency. In each
detector event only one or no laser track is present. For calculating a distortion
map in a later stage, it is essential that a pure, in a sense that only laser tracks are
matched with true laser information, data set is present. A single track wrongly
associate with a true laser track, can disturb calculations significantly, especially if
that track is traveling into regions not accessible by the laser. In this region no ’bal-
ancing’ by other tracks in the vicinity is present and the residual is generally large
for a misidentified track. To obtain a pure laser track data set, four selection crite-
ria, described below, are applied to the input data set. Figure 6.6 illustrates these
four steps of track selection graphically. In a first step, only tracks that have asso-
ciate trajectory points within the expected entry region are selected. This region
is defined by a box with 20 cm edge length, with the outer face’s center aligned
onto the expected entry point. The dimensions of the box are chosen based on
the expected entry positions of the laser when scanning horizontally and vertically
using the known mirror position (see Section 5.8). This is necessary because also
accidental cosmic tracks in the region of interest (defined during hit finding) are
reconstructed. In a second step, cosmic accidentals are further minimized. In this
step the slope of the reconstructed track is compared to the expected slope of the
true track. The slope is defined by the average of the mean slopes at the beginning
and end of a track. The mean slope of the head (tail) of a track is constructed by
fitting a line trough the 100 first (last) space points of the track. The cut criterion is
set relaxed, reconstructed slopes that differ more than ±50 % of the expected slope
are excluded. In a final step, the tracks smoothness is taken into account. This cut
is in place to eliminate tracks that show non-physical artifacts (oscillations, hard
kinks, etc.) due to failing track reconstruction in earlier stages. Whereas a correctly
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reconstructed laser track is expected to be relatively smooth, not undergoing any
sudden direction changes, due to the continuity of the electric field in the detector.
The data cut is applied on the maximum step size of a track along any wire plane,
after subtracting the best linear fit, excluding any directional bias. A relatively rig-
ors exclusion rule of ∆x ≥ 1.2 cm, three times the wire spacing, is chosen here. The
non-stringent cut is necessary, since the exact electric field is not known, although
expected relatively uniform based on observed cosmic muon tracks. This is due
to the fact that downstream distortion and electric field reconstruction are very
sensitive to hard kinks. The step size vs z-distance of a full set of tracks (surviving
the earlier cuts) is shown in Figure 6.6. On the basis of this data set, the distortion
map and the electric field map is calculated, described in the following sections.

0. No cut 1. Entry Cut 

2. Slope Cut 3. Smoothnes Cut 

Figure 6.6: The three track selection criterion illustrated. (0) The input data set, dashed
lines represent true laser information, full lines represent reconstructed tracks.
Different colors indicate pairs of true and reconstructed track information. (1)
Entry region (green box) selection. (2) Slope mismatch of true and reconstructed
track. (4) Hard kink at the end of the reconstructed track

6.4 distortion map reconstruction

The input data set consists of a collection of laser tracks and its associate true infor-
mation. This includes a laser scan from each laser systems (up- and downstream),
described in the previous section. A single laser track is defined by a set of 3D
space points, along the laser trajectory, obtained from track reconstruction. During
track reconstruction a homogeneous electric field in the detector is assumed. Sin-
gle tracks are not required to span the entire expected trajectory. This can occur
whenever track reconstruction fails, due to missing wires or crossing trajectories
from other sources, or the laser ionisation signal is too low for hit reconstruction.
Furthermore, the true laser beam information, defined by the intersection points
of the UV laser beam with the TPC boundary, is present in the input data set. The
intersections are derived from the measurements of the polar and azimuthal an-
gle described in Section 5.3. Additionally, in the truth information a laser system
identifier is encoded. It is crucial that the input data set consists entirely of track
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produced by a laser beam, not including any tracks from other sources. Otherwise,
truth information is associate with a random trajectory, which will skew the cali-
bration calculations towards higher displacements. This will become more clear in
the following paragraphs.

In a first step, the displacement from truth information is calculated for each in-
dividual track in the input data set. To each space point a 3D vector ~d is associated
corresponding to the estimated difference of the reconstructed~r zand true position
~t, according to

~di =~ti −~ri, (6.14)

where i is the index of the reconstructed point within the single track. The true
position~ti, associated to the position~si can be determined in several ways, but will
always be located on the line defined by the entry and exit point of the laser beam
into and out of the TPC. As a first approximation, the closest point on the truth line
to the reconstructed point~ri is chosen as~ti. Therefore, the displacement vector is
defined by

~di = (~Lentry + αi~T)−~ri (6.15)

where,
~T = ~Lexit −~Lentry,

αi =
(~ri −~Lentry) · ~T

~T · ~T
(6.16)

Here the laser entry ~Lentry and exit ~Lexit points are introduced. The procedure is il-
lustrated in Figure 6.7. This approach is robust in the way that reconstructed tracks
not extending over the full truth range are handled without issues, the displace-
ment vector can always be determined. With this procedure for every reconstructed
point, a displacement vector is obtained.

A different approach, where the reconstruction track start and end points are
matched to truth information, subsequently the intermediate points are mapped
onto the truth line proportionally, is feasible. But this approach would not be ro-
bust against broken tracks, since track and truth ends are mismatched. This short-
age could be overcome by implementing an algorithm ignoring broken tracks, how-
ever this would greatly reduce the number of used tracks, hence detector coverage
decreases and statistical error increase.

Another alternative approach, where the crossing point of two laser beams, orig-
inating from opposite sides, is used as a ledger to determine the displacement of
the reconstructed crossing point is conceivable. This would result in low coverage,
since the region accessible by both laser system is small. Although this shortcom-
ing, this procedure is used to verify the cold mirror position of the laser system in
Section 6.7.

Residuals for ∆x and ∆y along the z-axis of the detector (for example runs 7267

and 7252) are displayed in Figure 6.8. The upstream and downstream data sets
contain 911 and 1202 tracks, respectively. Since the upstream system is located at
z = −35.6 cm, tracks enter at z = 0 cm and propagate towards increasing z. The
downstream system shows opposite behaviour, tracks enter at hgih-z and decrease
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~ti
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~Lentry
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Figure 6.7: Illustration of the closest point approach. As a dashed blue line the true laser
position is drawn, the red dashed line represents the reconstructed laser track.
Red and blue dots show the associate points, respectively. Black arrows show
the displacement vector ~di

as they further progress. For the ∆x graphs the color indicates the azimuth an-
gle, where yellowish tracks are aimed straight, hence they travel the full span of
the TPC. Greenish to purple colors indicate an increased azimuthal angle, aiming
closer to the cathode, this makes the tracks stop at the cathode and therefore end
at smaller and smaller z coordinates. For the ∆y graphs the color indicates the
polar angles, from yellow to pointing downwards (and hitting at the bottom) via
greenish (spanning the full detector) to purplish pointing upwards. Already at this
stage distortion effects are well visible. A clear symmetry between upwards and
downward pointing tracks is observed in the ∆y graphs. This is expected from
a positive charge concentration at the center of the detector, electrons produced
by tracks pointing upwards, are increasingly pulled towards the center (since the
charge asymmetry increases) as they approach the top, resulting in a negative
residual to the expected track. The same, with a inverted sign, is valid for track
pointing towards the bottom of the track. In contrast, straight tracks are subject
to a symmetric positive charge cloud, hence the forces cancel each other. For the
∆x residuals the residual behavior is not symmetric, tracks pointing towards the
cathode are ’bent back’ to lower residuals. For electrons formed close to the cath-
ode, the positive charge is between their current location and the anode, this leads
to an increased field (hence increased drift velocity). As the charge drifts towards
the anode, more and more positive charge is observed behind the current location,
reducing the electric field and so reducing the drift speed. These two opposing
effects partly compensate each other, leading to a decrease of distortion for charge
produced close to the cathode. Therefore, the maximum distortion in x is found
around 3/4 along x.

Furthermore, nearby track residuals (with similar or same coloring) show high
correlation, this indicates that the electric field is slowly varying as expected. This
also indicates that track reconstruction and selection is working as expected, re-
jecting tracks with oscillating or other artefacts introduced by the hit and/or track
reconstruction.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.8: ∆x and ∆y track residuals relative to the true laser information along the z
coordinate. For the upstream (a) and downstream (b) laser system. Different
colors indicate the polar and azimuth angle. Different lengths of the tracks
arise from beams hitting the top, bottom or cathode of the detector.
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By now, a set of non-regular spaced points (along reconstructed laser tracks)
with an associated distortion vector is available. For later processing and applica-
tion of this distortion map a 3D regular grid in the detector is introduced, with a
voxel size of 10× 10× 10 cm3. The voxel dimensions were chosen to restrict com-
putational time and memory usage, it can be decreased if necessary. Distortion vec-
tors for voxel central points ~vj are interpolated from the surrounding true points
and the associate displacement vectors. The interpolation is based on the four truth
points that enclose the regular grid point in a tetrahedron. To obtain all possible
and optimal tetrahedrons, before interpolation, a meshing stage is implemented.
The meshing engine used in this mesh generator is based on Delaunay refinement
[116], the engine is part of the CGAL (Computational Geometry Algorithms Li-
brary ) C++ library [117].

For the interpolation step onto the regular grid, the barycentric coordinate sys-
tem [118] is used. Here the four displacement vectors at the tetrahedron vertices
are given by ~Vi with i = 1 . . . 4, the 3D location of a vertex i is given by xi, yi, zi. To
interpolate the barycentric coordinates λi of an arbitrary point ~P is obtained viaλ1

λ2

λ3

 = T−1(~P− ~V4), (6.17)

where

T =

x1 − x4 x2 − x4 x3 − x4

y1 − y4 y2 − y4 y3 − y4

z1 − z4 z2 − z4 z3 − z4

 . (6.18)

The fourth barycentric coordinate λ4 can be inferred from the relation ∑i λi = 1.
With this information, the interpolation of the vector field ~VP at ~P is then obtained
trough

~VP = ∑
i

λi · ~Vi. (6.19)

The method is computationally very inexpensive, with a single 3× 3 matrix inver-
sion necessary. One drawback of the described method is that only the closest dis-
placement vectors are taken into account for the interpolation. With the relatively
coarse regular grid (with a spacing of 10 cm) compared to the dense reconstructed
points, with a spacing of roughly 3 mm (based on wire spacing), most of the recon-
structed displacement vectors are ignored. To overcome this limitation, the set of
displacement vectors is divided into n sub-sets, where data points associate with
a track are devided into n sub-sets. For each sub-set the interpolation onto the reg-
ular grid is performed. The results of the sub-sets are then combined by summing
up the individual displacement vectors and dividing by the number of sub-sets
generated, essentially averaging over the sub-sets. At edges, where the displace-
ment vectors coverage of the regular grid in a sub-set might not be consistent with
the full set, no extrapolation is performed. Instead, no interpolation is performed
at all, reducing the number of vectors contributing to the average for this particular
point by one. The interpolation on individual sub-sets was performed in parallel
using the OpenMP [119] framework. Based on the relative spacing of the two grids,
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the number of sub-set was chosen to 25, leaving at least two reconstructed points
between two points on the regular grid.

Since the laser is not fired towards the anode, but the electric field at the an-
ode is well defined trough the set point of the bias voltage. Hence, an boundary
condition describing zero distortion at the anode was introduced during the inter-
polation stage. Furthermore, space charge is expected to be the main contributor
to distortions in the electric field, since no other geometry is present. Simulation
shows that the distortion varies gradually and has no sharp jumps, which would
not be0 resolved by the interpolation between the anode boundary condition and
the closest data point. The spacing between the anode and closest laser beams is
roughly 50 cm, which results in increased detector coverage of roughly 20 %.

Additional improvement can be achieved by using the information from which
side the laser track was introduced into the detector. Especially, the correction par-
allel to the laser track is difficult to resolve without using this information. An it-
erative back and forth approach where displacements are gradually adjusted from
data from one side by the opposite side is implemented. The two displacement
map from each side are denoted as D1 and D2 in the following. As an example, a
k-iteration step approach is discussed. In a first step, the displacement based on
one side is calculated using the above descibed procedure, leading to D1,1, where
the second index indicates the iteration step. In the second step, the so obtained
displacement is applied onto the reconstructed track points from the opposing side
reduced by a factor 1

(n−(k−1)) , where k is the index of the current step. To apply the
correction, the meshing and interpolation routines described above are deployed.
Based on this adjusted input set of reconstructed tracks, the displacement D2,1 is
calculated, in the third step. Closing the loop, based on the newly obtained distor-
tion map, track inputs used to calculate D1 are corrected by D2,1. This loop, where
distortions are back and forth adjusted by D1,k by D2,k−1 is then continued n times.
Finally in a last step the so obtained position is projected to the true position us-
ing the closest-point approach onto the line defined by the true beam information.
With the two points, start of the iterative approach and true position found by the
iterative approach, a resulting in a distortion map is obtained.

In Figure 6.9 the reconstructed distortion map for a central (z = 512 cm) and
side (z = 12 cm) x-y in all three spatial coordinates is shown. In the side view
the coverage is lower due to the geometric location of the laser systems. In the
central slice, expected distortions from space charge are present, in drift direction
(x dimension), the maximal distortion of 7 cm is located at 140 cm. This behaviour
is expected due to cosmogenic induced space charge with an increasing density
towards the cathode (see Section 6.1). Electrons produced close to the anode does
not exhibit strong distortions, since most the local charge density is low and the
maximum space charge is far away. Electron signals closer to the center is subject to
a attractive force from the positive charge behind its location towards the cathode
and an attractive force from all positive charge towards the anode, although smaller
since the space charge is reduced towards the anode. For ionization signals closer
to the cathode this effect is reduced by a faster drift in the first 1/3 of the detector
towards higher distortions and a subsequent slowing due to attractive force behind
the covered drift distance down in the second 2/3 closer to the anode. For the
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distortion in y direction, the attractive force located along the central z axis of the
detector. At the bottom and top edges the positive charge below or above causes
an distortion on electrons towards the center of the detector. When moving along
the top and bottom edge towards the anode, the effect reduces since the distance
to the maximum of positive charge is increasing. At the center of the TPC positive
charge is located above and below and the two attractive forces offset each other. In
the z-direction at the edge the distortion is expected to be larger and at the central
slice the effect of space charge should be minimal (since forces due to space charge
cancel). The latter can be observed, whereas the first is not resolved due to coverage
of the region by a single laser system.

6.5 electric field reconstruction

In a final step the above discussed displacement map is used as a basis to recover
the electric field. This is achieved using the fact that electrons produced in the
detector will follow field lines until they are absorbed in the anode plane. Hence,
all charge read out at a specific wire originated somewhere along the field line
ending at it. In a homogeneous electric field, electrons follow a straight line (along
x) to the readout wire. In an inhomogeneous electric field this does not hold, since
field lines show a more complex behaviour.Recovering the electric field from the
displacement map is a two fold process.

In a first step the electric field lines are recovered and then the magnitude of the
electric field is determined. Recovering the electric field lines is straight forward
since, as discussed above, distortions and field lines vectors are closely related.
Assuming a linear field in between the regular spaced grid points introduced in
Section 6.4, an electric field line can be recovered by calculating the vector connect-
ing displacement vectors of two adjacent grid points in drift direction. Because the
electric field is generally smooth the assumption is justified by the small step size
of the the grid compared to the expected magnitude of the distortions. When this
is performed for all adjacent displacement vectors ~d, a set of field line vectors ~Ri,j,k
is obtained, using

~Ri,j,k = ~di+1,j,k − ~di,j,k. (6.20)

Here i, j and k are grid indices for the spatial coordinates in x, y and z, respectively.
Their location in space is fixed to the mid point of the two displacement vectors
and then interpolated onto the regular grid using the same method introduced in
Section 6.4. A two dimensional illustration of the procedure for two rows of the
regular grid is depicted in Figure 6.10, the index k is omitted (since constant). The
drift direction is from right to left, from the cathode towards the anode. In the
figure gray points denote the regular grid, black arrows show the reconstructed
displacement vectors for the corresponding grid point and blue vectors show the
derived field line vectors which are associate to the spatial coordinates indicated
to the green points.

In a second step the magnitude of the electric field is determined under the same
assumptions as before. In each step the distance traveled in the distorted picture is
given by the length of ~Ri,j,k, in the uniform case the traveled distance is constant ∆x.
The drift velocity in the two pictures is given by ~vi,j,k and ~v0 and the time required
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Figure 6.9: Distortion map for all three dimensions (top to bottom) at the side (left column)
z = 102 cm and center (right column) z = 512 cm.
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Figure 6.10: Illustartion of the approach used to recover the electric field based on the
displacement map. See text for details.

to travel the given distance ∆t is equal in both views. Hence the relation of the two
pictures can be derived

|~vi,j,k|∆t
|~v0|∆t

=
|~Ri,j,k|

∆x
→ |~vi,j,k|=

|~Ri,j,k|
∆x
|~v0| (6.21)

With the right expression the magnitude of the drift field at the center of the vector
~Ri,j,k can be derived. The expression for the drift speed is independent of neighbor-
ing grid points. The drift velocity is related trough the electron mobility µe to the
electric field (see Equation 3.19) in a non-linear fashion. The relation between drift
field and drift velocity is parameterized by [71], hence the magnitude of the elec-
tric field can be derived from the inverted parameterization with the given drift
velocity derived in Equation 6.21.

Figure 6.11 depicts the electric field distortion map relative to the nominal field
E0 = 0.273 V cm−1 obtained with the above described method as a z − x slice at
y = 0 cm. The maximal reconstructed distortion in the x direction is 17 % located
near the cathode, a decrease of the electric field towards the anode with a maxi-
mal magnitude of −7 % is observed. In the y dimension a varying field distortion
of ±3 % is reconstructed, excluding boundary parts of the covered volume. The
reconstructed z variation of the electric field has a magnitude of ±1 % across the
coverage. The spatial limitation arise from the up- and downstream location of the
laser systems. Furthermore this configuration leads to artifacts in regions where
the laser coverage from one side is exclusively responsible for the recovery of the
electric field. Similar artifacts where the deviation has small jumps of 0.5 % can be
observed where coverage is either dominated by one side or the other. Additional
figures of the reconstructed distortion at different y distances are shown in Ap-
pendix C. Figure B.2 and Figure B.1 show distortion towards the bottom and top,
where the distortion in x is similar to the one observed in the central slice. In the
y direction distortions are enhanced towards negative and positive magnitudes on
the two edges. The maximal relative distortions are 11 % in the top slice and −12 %
in the bottom slice. In the top slice a relatively uniform distortion is present in all
three dimensions, still artifacts from the individual laser system coverage are vis-
ible. In th bottom region of the detector and especially in the y direction artifacts
from the reconstruction method are clearly visible.
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Figure 6.11: Distortions relative to the nominal electric field E0 in three spatial directions
for a slice at y = 0 cm in the z-x-plane.
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6.6 validation and error estimation

Laser track simulations were implemented to verify the distortion map and sub-
sequent electric field reconstruction under controlled conditions and to estimate
systematic error due to the implemented procedure. Validation was performed at
three stages of the E-Field reconstruction. First, synthetic tracks including distor-
tions were used to verify the reconstruction chain, excluding effects of hit and track
reconstruction. Secondly, the full chain is tested by the generation of laser-like ion-
ization signal at a Geant4 [120] level, deploying the full Monte-Carlo chain of the
MicroBooNE detector simulation. An illustration of the applied validation steps is
found in Figure 6.12.

E-Field

Distortion
Map

Hit & Track 
Reconstruction

Residuals
(True - Reco)

Raw
Data

Track
Selection

Track
Generation

Laser
Simulation

Figure 6.12: Location of the different validation stages introduced in the electric field re-
construction.

The basis for all introduced distortions is the simulated electric field introduced
in Section 6.1. Based on this non-uniform electric field a displacement map is cal-
culated [121], which is then used to apply displacement of charge at an arbitrary
point in the detector. Slices of the displacement map in the x-z-plane at the center
and edge of the detector are shown in Figure 6.13. Additional figures illustrating
the displacement can be found in Appendix A.

A summary of all simulation set names and the different properties can be found
in Table 6.1. Three fundamentally different track samples were produced.

The first set was produced with the motivation to exclude track reconstruction
at all, such that the distortion and e-field reconstruction algorithms can be tested
and verified. For this purpose a set of laser tracks, mimicking the coverage of
the laser system, was produced. On the data set only space charge distortion was
applied, excluding interaction simulation and track reconstruction. Due to this set-
tings the data set is further denoted as perfect reconstruction. The so obtained
tracks were fed into the track selection framework described in section 6.3, to cross
check selection performance under ideal conditions. As expected all tracks passed
the selection (1000 out of 1000 for each track sample), since no accidental cosmic
particles were introduced as well as no reconstruction artefacts were present in
this data set. The detector coverage of this data set is shown in the z− x, z− y and
x− y projections in Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15 for the upstream and downstream
data set, respectively. Effects of the applied distortion are most prominently visible
in the x-z-plane (bottom plot), here the laser tracks do not travel to the detector
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Figure 6.13: Introduced simulated distortions. Per row, each contour plot shows distortions
in a spatial dimension. Values for a slice at the edge of the detector (at z =
102.6 cm) is shown in the left column. In the right column values for a central
slice, at z = 512.9 cm, is shown.
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boundary anymore. This is due to the attractive force by the space charge distri-
bution at the center of the detector. The charge introduced at the top and bottom
of the detector are subject to a asymmetric space charge distribution, pulling the
charge towards the center. Charge produced in the central region of the detector
observes a symmetric space charge, hence little to no distortion is present.

Distributions for the residuals (~xtrue −~xreco) for the three spatial coordinates for
this data set are shown in Figure 6.16. It is instructive to introduce three sections
of the detector to explain the distribution, z < 200 cm in blue (upstream end),
z > 835 cm in orange (downstream end) and the central part where 200 cm < z <

835 cm. Additional separations of the distribution can be found in Appendix C. In
the ∆x case, the distribution of all three regions overlap, this is expected since the
distortion in drift direction is relatively flat over the full z range (see Figure A.1,
Figure A.2 and Figure A.3). Furthermore, the three introduced regions are orthog-
onal to the distortions in ∆x, leading to little fluctuations among them. In the
Figure C.3 (a) the section of the TPC contributing to the spread is identified to be
at the back (close to the cathode). The standard deviations of the three distribu-
tions are σx,d = 0.2 cm, σx,u = 0.2 cm and σx,c = 0.1 cm, where the second index
denotes the region (u: upstream, d: downstream c: center). For the ∆y case, the two
distributions of the side regions overlap nicely, the central region shows a larger
spread compared to the side regions. In Figure C.3 (a) it is visible that the large
spread is originating from points close to the cathode of the detector, from (b) it be-
comes clear that equal contributions from top and bottom regions are contributing.
Hence combining these insights the spread has its origins, at the top and bottom
zones close to the cathode. This increased spread can be pinpointed to local ef-
fects, where only laser tracks from one side are present close to the cathode. The
standard deviations of the three distributions are σy,d = 0.5 cm, σy,u = 0.5 cm and
σy,c = 0.5 cm. A clear asymmetry is visible for the ∆z residual distribution for the
two sides of the detector. This is an expected behaviour, since the coverage on each
side of the detector is dominated by laser tracks originating from the opposite side,
since laser beams enter the TPC almost at a single location (on each side). The stan-
dard deviations of the corresponding deviations are σy,d = 0.7 cm, σy,u = 0.7 cm
and σy,c = 0.2 cm. For all three spatial dimensions the standard deviation for the
residuals is in the sub-centimeter region. In Figure C.4 the distribution of the mag-
nitude of the residual ~xres = ~xtrue −~xreco is shown. In this figure it is again visible
that larger residuals have their origin at the edges (top, bottom, cathode and the
two sides) of the detecor. The overall standard deviation is σres = 0.6 cm. From
the above discussion follows that the displacement recovery methodology works
best at the center and close to the anode, whereas the spread between introduced
and recovered displacement increases closer to the cathode and the sides of the
detector.

A second simulation data set was produced, the same input laser directions were
used as in the first data set. Now the full signal formation is included in the sim-
ulation. This include ionization in liquid argon, drift to the anode (with standard
Microboone settings) taking into account diffusion and lifetime, signal formation
and detector response. Furthermore, the full standard laser reconstruction chain
(described in Section 6.2) is used to obtain tracks from this data-set. Again, the
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Figure 6.14: Coverage by the upstream laser system of detector with simulated laser tracks.
The three graphs represent different views into the TPC, (top) x-z-plane, (mid-
dle) y-z-plane and (bottom) x-z-plane. Tracks were reconstructed ignoring all
detector related effects (toy simulation). Different colors indicate polar angles.
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Figure 6.15: Coverage by the downstream laser system of detector with simulated laser
tracks. The three graphs represent different views into the TPC, (top) x-z-plane,
(middle) y-z-plane and (bottom) x-z-plane. Tracks were reconstructed ignor-
ing all detector related effects (toy simulation). Different colors indicate polar
angles.
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Figure 6.16: Residual (~xtrue −~xreco) distribution for each spatial dimension for the toy sim-
ulation. The three colors indicate contributions from different regions in the
detector. Blue corresponds to regions on the upstream end z < 200 cm, or-
ange on the downstream end z > 835 cm and green the middle part where
200 cm < z < 835 cm.

offline track selection is applied. The simulation of individual laser tracks was
achieved by introducing minimum ionizing muons (Emu = 10 GeV) in the Larsoft
simulation framework (which is using Geant4 internally). To ensure these muon
tracks resemble laser tracks as close as possible, multiple coulomb scattering as
well as delta electron production was disabled during the simulation stage. These
settings ensure that the ionization signal for a laser track, produced by Geant4, is
not overlaid by other track distorting effects. This data set was used as an interme-
diate step towards the third simulation sample described below.

In a third simulation sample, to further improve the resemblance of ionization
signals to true laser tracks, two adjustments were made to the above discussed sim-
ulation stages. Individual track residuals for this data set are shown in Figure C.2.
The first improvement concerns the laser width, whereas a minimum ionizing
muon produces a very narrow spatial ionization track, the UV laser ionization sig-
nal is spatially extended over few millimeters (described in Section 5.2). Neither
Geant4, nor the Larsoft framework expose direct control of the spatial extend of
the ionization signal. Therefore, the longitudinal signal diffusion (with respect to
the electric field) is used as a proxy to extend the electron signal that arrives at
the readout wire. The UV laser beam width is tunable by means of an aperture (de-
scribed in section Section 5.2). For all laser runs used for calibration purposes the
beam width was set to 0.5± 0.1 mm. Hence, an additional field independent term
was added to the longitudinal diffusion, such that initial ionization signals (before
drift) exhibit the width of the laser beam. The second adjustment aims to raise the
ionization amplitude per unit volume, lowered by the previous adjustment, to lev-
els expected by the laser. To achieve this, the amount of deposited charge for laser
tracks is multiplied by a constant factor to resemble laser ionization levels again.

As with the simulation samples described above, tracks were reconstructed us-
ing the custom laser hit finder and the pandoara reconstruction framework (see
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Section 6.2 for details). Then track selection was applied before distortion maps
are calculated. Track selection excluded 460 tracks for the upstream and 480 tracks
for downstream system, respectively. As shown for the toy simulation, the distri-
bution of residuals ~xres = ~xtrue − ~xreco is used to quantify the estimated error of
the full chain. The distribution of the residual magnitude is shown in Figure 6.17,
again three subplots are shown indicating different sections of the detector. The
regions are; front to back (left) with x < 50 cm (blue), x > 206 cm (orange) and
50 cm < x < 206 cm (green); top to bottom (middle) with y < 78 cm (blue),
y > −78 cm (orange) and−78 cm < y < 78 cm (green); right to left with z < 200 cm
(blue), z > 835 cm (orange) and 200 cm < z < 835 cm (green). A broadening of the
residuals that has its origins at the back and side of the detector is visible in the
same fashion as it was visible in the toy simulation case. The magnitude of the
spread is increased due to addition of uncertainties by the full simulation chain in-
cluding hit finding and track reconstruction. Especially track reconstruction at the
end of tracks, visible as kinks at the end of tracks in Figure C.1, are contributing to
uncertainties. Furthermore, the reduced information and hence coverage available,
due to the exclusion of roughly 40 % of the introduced tracks effects the precision
of the measurement. Still, the standard deviation for the total residual remains at
a sub-centimeter level σd = 0.8 cm.

In summary, it can be concluded that the deployed methodology to recover a
distortion map from a set of 3D trajectories which are subject to this distortion is
performing as expected with a mean systematic error in the sub-centimeter level.
Furthermore, the methodology was successfully validated against the hit and track
reconstruction methods applied on data. The method performs best in regions
where trajectories from both sides are present. The largest uncertainties arise at
edges (top, bottom and cathode), for which the laser track coverage is low and
track reconstruction is not optimized.

set detector reconstruction offline

name simulation selection

Toy Simulation - - X

MIP-Like X X X

Laser-Like X X X

Table 6.1: Simulation set names and properties

From the above obtained distortion map it is now possible to derive an electric
field map and compare it to the electric field that was used to derive the synthetic
electric field in the first place. This allows to estimate the systematic errors due
to the methodology. Because of the stage at which the distortion was introduced,
this verification will exclude any reconstruction or selection systematic errors. In
the same fashion as the analysis of the distortion map, the residuals between ex-
pected/simulated field ~Esim and the recovered field ~Erec are considered. For easier
interpretation the residuals ~Eres = ~Esim − ~Erec are expressed as a ratio of the ex-
pected electric field ~Eres/~Esim in percent.
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Figure 6.17: Total residual distribution for the full laser simulation. The three sub-figures
all show the total distribution but with contributions from different geo-
metrical sections of the detector The regions are; front to back (left) with
x < 50 cm (blue), x > 206 cm (orange) and 50 cm < x < 206 cm (green);
top to bottom (middle) with y < 78 cm (blue), y > −78 cm (orange) and
−78 cm < y < 78 cm (green); right to left with z < 200 cm (blue), z > 835 cm
(orange) and 200 cm < z < 835 cm (green).

Firstly, the distortion map based on the toy simulation is used to recover the
electric field. This approach can be interpreted as a test of the methodology under
ideal conditions, where laser tracks are reconstructed with infinitesimally small
error, giving a measure of the performance of the electric field recovery. The to-
tal residual distribution is show in the top row of Figure 6.18, where the three
individual figures all show the total distribution (dashed line) along with contribu-
tions from different partitions of the detector (colored lines). The total distribution
shows a dominant peak around zero with a standard deviation of σres = 1.2 %, low
count tails of up to 12 % are present in both the negative and positive direction.
Furthermore, it can be concluded that the front portion of the detector has a small
variation, whereas the region close to the central cathode is responsible for most
of the overestimated reconstructed field . The up- and downstream edges of the
detector are responsible for most of the underestimation of the electric field. The
very symmetric behaviour of the bottom to top and right to left pairs indicates that
the method does not have any bias in these two directions. In contrast, the asym-
metry in the front to back distributions is clearly due to the very different shapes
of the distortions in these regions (ultimately related to the different charge den-
sities). As already seen in the distribution of the distortion residuals, the method
performs best in the central region of the detector, the uncertainty introduced by
the recovery methodology of the electric field is 1.2 %.

Secondly, the electric field is recovered from the distortion map obtained by the
full laser chain simulation. This allows insight into the systematic errors to the
electric field recovery introduced by the track reconstruction and selection, distor-
tion and electric field recovery algorithms. The total relative residual distribution
is shown in the bottom row of Figure 6.18. A clear peak around the origin is
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again visible in the total distribution, the standard deviation of the distribution
is σres = 1.7 %. Again low count tails are present and have increased counts com-
pared to the toy simulation. In general the observations from the toy simulation
are confirmed or enhanced. The dominant contributions for overestimation is from
the regions close to the cathode, again the regions close to the anode show a low
spread. Residuals from the top and bottom partitions of the detector are very sim-
ilar and do not contribute to tails. Since the the small peak identified to have its
origin in the cathode region, does not contribute to the top or bottom partitions, it
can be concluded that the central cathode region is responsible for the majority of
the overestimation. The same argument can be used to exclude contributions from
the left to right r of the distributions. In general an increase of the total spread
and the low count tails of the distributions can be observed compared to the toy
simulation. This is expected already from the increase seen in the distortion map
residuals and the addition of more parts to the machinery.

6.7 verification

To cross check the reconstruction chain and especially the mirror position calibra-
tion, a data-driven analysis is developed. If two true tracks share a crossing point,
the ionisation path of the two laser tracks must cross as well. The deposited charge
(by the two laser tracks) in the crossing point will be exposed to the same electric
drift field. Unfortunately, it is very unlikely that two tracks share an exact crossing.
Therefore as an approximation, the point of closest approach of two laser beams
and two reconstructed laser tracks is chosen. Points of closest approach are deter-
mined for all reconstructed laser tracks from one side, against all laser tracks of
the opposing side. An upper limit of 25 cm on the distance of closest approach is
applied, because the expected electric field distortions are of similar order. Subse-
quently, for each found laser crossing pair the point of closest approach in the true
information is determined as well. The distance for both points of closest approach
in true information (∆true) and reconstructed tracks (∆reco) is calculated. These two
distances are then subtracted to obtain the cross distanced

∆ij,cross = ∆ij,true − ∆ij,reco. (6.22)

Where i and j are the track indices of the upstream and downstream track. An
example of crossing tracks and the above described points of closest approach is
shown in Figure 6.19.

The distribution of cross distances is a metric for the performance of track re-
construction and mirror position calibration. For example if one mirror position
has an offset in the ∆x direction, the crossing distance distribution will be shifted
systematically by ∆x. Similarly, if during angle measurements a systematic shift
is introduced, the distribution of cross distances will widen. To verify the proce-
dure the cross distance distribution was calculated for several simulation data sets,
where the mirror position and true laser information is available as a free param-
eter. Furthermore the mirror position and the angle conversion was varied, not
affecting the reconstructed tracks, to investigate the effect of systematic errors in
these calibration parameters. Two sample distributions without and with an offset
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Figure 6.18: Relative electric field residual ~Eres/~Esim distribution for the toy simulation (a)
and full laser simulation (b). In all sub-figures the total distribution is shown
as a dashed line. Contributions from different detector partitions are shown
as colored lines in each sub-figure. The regions are; front to back (left) with
x < 50 cm (blue), x > 206 cm (orange) and 50 cm < x < 206 cm (green);
top to bottom (middle) with y < 78 cm (blue), y > −78 cm (orange) and
−78 cm < y < 78 cm (green); right to left with z < 200 cm (blue), z > 835 cm
(orange) and 200 cm < z < 835 cm (green).

in drift direction (∆x = 1 cm) are shown in Figure 6.20. The underlying dataset is
identical to the described Toy Simulation introduced in Section 6.6. In the unbiased
distribution a clear peak centred around 10 cm emerges. The tail towards positive
values is introduced by crossing distances with large distance between true and
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Figure 6.19: Cross distance calculations illustrated on an example. In blue and orange the
upstream and downstream tracks are shown. In grey the true information of
the laser beam is introduced. Dots indicate the points of closest approach for
the tracks (blue and orange) and true information (black).

reconstructed crossing points. If a symmetric distortion was chosen, tails in both
positive and negative cross distance were expected. Due to asymmetric nature of
the distortion (shown in Figure 6.13), points towards the cathode (x . 150 cm) ex-
hibit large positive deviations from the expected crossing distance, whereas points
closer to the anode have little to no distortion.
In the biased cross distance distribution peaks emerge roughly on positive and
negative distances corresponding to the offset distance.

6.8 time dependency studies

The temporal variability of the electric field inside the detector is an important
parameter to be determined. High temporal variability of the order of minutes,
compared to a time scale of few hours for completing a laser run, will diminish
the overall resolution of the laser calibration method. Fluctuations with longer time
scales will determine how frequent laser runs have to be performed to obtain an
updated electric field calibration. A main sources of fluctuations is the convective
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Figure 6.20: Two example cross distance distributions for toy simulation including best
Gaussian fits (in purple). On the left no offset is applied, whereas on the right
an offset of ∆x = 1 cm is applied, which widens the distribution.

argon flow in the detector and the cosmic ray flux rate, both affecting the spatial
distribution and the absolute amount of positive ions inside the drift volume.

To investigate temporal variation of the electric field, dedicated laser campaigns
were conducted. During these, the laser beam direction was held constant and the
laser was pulsed at a low rate of a few mHz. Fluctuations in the electric field dur-
ing the data taking period will impact the drift time and path of deposited charge.
In the case of a constant ionization path, the single source of variability is the fluc-
tuation of the electric field. A run during which the laser direction was fixed over
few hours to investigate short time scale fluctuations was conducted. Figure 6.21

indicates the chosen laser beam direction for the time dependency study. The di-
rection nearly parallel to the wire plane was chosen to achieve full coverage of
the TPCin the z-dimension. To keep the number of error sources as low as pos-
sible, only the raw waveform of individual wires were processed for this study.
To simplify the waveform processing only collection wires were considered. With
this approach uncertainties introduces by a full reconstruction chain, involving de-
convolution, hit matching among planes and track reconstruction can be excluded.
The electric field fluctuations will manifest itself in the shot to shot variation of the
peak location on single wire waveform. In the following an ionization signal on an
individual wire is denoted as a hit. Basic properties of a hit is its peak amplitude
in mV, the peak sampling time and peak width, both in us. To infer the peak am-
plitude ADC 14-bit values are converted into mV. Additionally the ADC baseline
is subtracted per event. With the known sampling time of 500 ns, ADC ticks can be
converted to a time measurement. All times are measured relative to (laser) trigger
time.

For this study, hits are created by fitting an Gaussian peak to the recorded wave-
form. Only waveform samples inside a time window of ±50 us of the expected
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Figure 6.21: Expected location of the laser beam used for the time dependency study
shown in three projections views of the detector. The laser is entering at the
downstream end of the detector (z = 1036 cm).

laser signal are considered for fitting, all other regions are ignored. Example wave-
form and corresponding Gaussian fits are shown in the top plot of Figure 6.22 for
collection wires 500, 1750 and 3000 of the same event. In a next step individual
peak locations of an entire run are aggregated per wire over time, displayed as
a 2D histogram in the middle plot of the same figure. Summing over time not
only shows the fluctuations but also reduces sensitivity to cosmic muons, which
could be wrongly accounted as laser signal in the region of interest. Here the three
wire locations aforementioned are indicated with dashed colored lines. Vertical
gaps with missing data arise from non-operational wires. In the displayed run the
downstream laser system was used, therefore the laser enters from the right side
at wire 3255 and exits at wire 0. The width of the summed peak locations in the
drift time dimension is an estimator for electric field fluctuations during the full
run period. One can observe that the width stays constant in the central region of
the detector, whilst the width decreases towards the edges of the detector. Per wire
projections of the 2D histograms for the three selected wires are shown in the bot-
tom plot of Figure 6.22. To estimate the width of the histograms Gaussian fits were
applied, the peak location and the variance of the three best fits are, µ1 = 943.63µs,
σ1 = 1.52µs, µ2 = 974.92µs, σ2 = 1.83µs, µ3 = 993.95µs, σ3 = 1.70µs, with sub-
scripts denoting the three wire locations. To obtain a conservative estimate on the
maximum fluctuations, the wire showing the maximum variance σmax = 1.93 µs at
the location µmax = 956.23 µs, is selected for further processing, corresponding to
a variance in drift speed of 0.2 %. Using the inverse expression 3.19, the variation
in time can be converted in a variation in electric field, under the premise that the
drift distance stays constant, which is true by the experimental design. With the
maximum fluctuation this results in a maximum electric field fluctuation of 0.6 %
over 1.6 h.
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For illustration, it is possible to translate the variance in time into a distance,
using a similar path as described above assuming the operational field in Micro-
BooNE of 0.273 V/cm. This leads to wire variances of σ̂1 = 1.8± 0.3mm, σ̂2 =

2.1± 0.3mm, σ̂3 = 2.0± 0.3mm and a maximum variance of σ̂max = 2.2± 0.3mm.
Since only collection wires are considered in this study, the stability of the electric
field is only measured in drift direction (x).

A potential systematic error source is a non-stable mirror position, introducing
random start positions. Two observations discourage this. First, such a behaviour
would introduce a cone structure with increasing width along the summed tracks,
which is not observed. Second, a fluctuation of the mirror of only a few mm would
already destroy alignment of the laser beam from the last warm mirror onto the
cold mirror, due to the large distance between them and the small mirror diameter.
Therefore, this scenario is very unlikely.

To further explore the data set, the time evolution of the peak location over the
full run period can be considered. Identifying spatial and temporal correlations
allows to quantifying the convective flow and turbulence respectively. To make
correlation analyses possible, the mean laser path is extracted from the mean peak
location determined above (corresponding to µw). This allows to normalize the
time variation independent of the drift time. Furthermore data points which lie
outside the 3σw region are removed from the dataset. σw is the variance of the pre-
viously determined Gaussian fit and w is the wire number. Figure 6.23 shows time
evolution of the full run for wires separated by 100 wires for wire 0 to 3400, the
color scale indicates the wire number. For display reasons each time evolution of a
wire is offset by 10 µs with respect to the previous wire. The 100 wire spacing cor-
responds to 30 cm, horizontal gaps arise from unresponsive wires. Wires towards
the detector edge exhibit lower overall fluctuations, as already discussed in the
aforementioned paragraphs. It becomes apparent that neighboring wires display
high correlation, whereas more distant wires do not correlate . A cross-correlation
analysis between neighboring collection wires is performed to determine the spa-
tial extension of the fluctuations. Figure 6.24 shows the cross correlation between
150 neighboring wires for four selected wires. The y-axis indicates the degree of
correlation in arbitrary units, due to the fact that not at all time scales the number
of data points is equal. The wire number can be converted into a distance in the
z using the wire spacing. Qualitatively, it can be seen that correlations between
wires extend over roughly 20 cm, hence it can be concluded that turbulent flow in
the detector shows a spatial extend of this order. Additional 3D illustrations of the
temporal fluctuations can be found in Appendix E.
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Figure 6.22: (Top) Display of raw waveforms of selected wires 500 (blue), 1750 (orange)
and 3000 (green) of a single event. (Middle) Summed peak locations as a 2D
histogram of 1500 events, the laser beam enters from the right. Indicated are
the three location of the selected wires in the associate graphs above and below.
(Bottom) Single wire histograms and best Gaussian fits of the summed peak
locations for the three selected wires. The peak locations and the variance for
each fit are (1) µ1 = 943.63µs, σ1 = 1.52µs, (2) µ2 = 974.92µs, σ2 = 1.83µs, (3)
µ3 = 993.95µs, σ3 = 1.70µs.
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C O N C L U S I O N

In the framework of this thesis, an Ultra Violet (UV) laser system for electric field
calibrations in Liquid Argon Time Projection Chambers (LArTPCs) was successfully
developed, commissioned and deployed in the MicorBooNE detector.

The hardware includes the development of an optical table responsible for beam
shaping and control, the optical feedthrough to introduce the UV laser beam into
the cryostat and the mechanical system to control and measure the beam’s di-
rection into the LArTPC (pulished in [122]). On the software side, various motor
drivers were implemented to remotely trigger, shape and steer the UV laser beam.
All interfaces are brought together in a slow control system which orchestrates
the sub-systems to obtain an optimal laser beam at a chosen location. In addition,
a data collection model was implemented. It stores the UV laser beam’s direction
alongside meta-data of the calibration systems’ state. The full system, consisting
of two identical laser systems, was placed into operation within the final Micro-
BooNE commissioning efforts during summer 2015. The specific implementation
within MicroBooNE was published as part of [52]. Two challenges had to be mas-
tered before nominal calibration runs could be performed. Firstly, the position of
the steerable mirrors relative to the detector had to be determined precisely. This
had to be performed after the initial filling of the cryostat with liquid argon, since
the LArTPC structure will thermally contract relative to the cryostat when cooled
down. Therefore, a calibration strategy was developed to measure the mirror lo-
cation based on the known TPC field cage (support) structure accessible by the
UV laser beam. The presence and absence pattern of UV laser beam signals in the
detector was matched to an expected pattern. Maximizing the overlap between es-
timated and recorded pattern lead to a best estimate for the mirror position. With
this approach the mirror position could be identified with a precision of ±0.5 mm.
Secondly, due to the steering mirror’s reflectivity dependence on the Angle of In-
cidence (AOI), the UV laser beam’s energy has to be modulated to compensate for
these losses. This ensures optimal ionization of the liquid argon along the laser
path for hit and track reconstruction. Dedicated runs, where the TPC response was
recorded while the laser energy was adjusted, were performed. This data set was
used to identify an optimal UV laser beam energy for any possible AOI.

With the calibrated system, a state is reached where UV laser beams introduced
into the detector can be used to recover the spatial and electric field distortions.
A dedicated laser hit reconstruction algorithm was developed to efficiently iden-
tify ionization signals on readout wires. Reconstructed tracks are selected based
on multiple criteria to exclude accidental cosmic and poorly reconstructed tracks.
With the remaining tracks a displacement map is recovered, which describes the
difference between expected and recorded position, on a regular grid. The max-
imal recorded displacement in the drift direction is dx = 7.2± 0.5 cm located at
roughly 3/4 the distance to the cathode. The maximal distortion in the y dimen-
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sion dy = −15.2± 3.1 cm and dy = 12.2± 4.0 cm is found at the top and bottom
faces of the detector. Displacements in the z direction are more difficult to resolve
due to the relative location of the two laser systems along the z-axis. At the center
of the detector little displacement is recorded rz = 0.1± 0.3 cm. The shape of the
displacement is largely consistent with the expected distortions from the accumu-
lation of space charge.

Finally, an electric field map is recovered from the displacement map. Again
the impact of space charge dominates the observed distortions, with a magnitude
relative to the nominal drift field of −15± 4 % and 14± 3 % at the top and bottom
edge, respectively. In drift direction the maximal deviation from the nominal field
is found (as expected) close to the anode with a magnitude of 15± 3 %.

Studies of the temporal displacement variation over few hours were conducted.
For this the UV laser beam direction was held constant over two hours while firing
the laser at a few mHz. A spatial variation of 2.2± 0.3 mm over two hours was
measured. Correlating the waveform of neighboring wires, a spatial extend of the
fluctuation of up to 20 cm was observed. Currently, a publication describing the
observed electric field distortion effects is in preparation.

MicroBooNE’s primary objective is to investigate low energetic electron neutrino
events (pν = 200 MeV/c to 500 MeV/c), final state electrons with these energies
have a residual range of 30 cm to 40 cm in liquid argon [123] (two to three radiation
lengths). Hence, trajectory distortions of only a few cm will significantly influence
the momentum resolution of the LArTPC. Furthermore, due to distortions in the
electric field, fiducial volume cuts become non-trivial. The simple back-projection
in drift direction, based on the time difference between scintillation and wire sens-
ing does not yield correct results if field distortions are present. Therefore, normal-
ization factors based on the knowledge of the exact fiducial mass have to consider
field distortions. Of course, the volume could be restricted to regions with a uni-
form electric field. But, these regions have to be identified in the first place, and
in a neutrino experiment would painfully reduce the signal rate. Currently, work
is ongoing to implement corrections, based on the electric field obtained with UV

laser calibration system, within the LArSoft [111] framework responsible for event
reconstruction. This will pave the way to reduce systematic errors and ultimately
improve the sensitivity of the detector.

In the near future, the next iteration of the UV laser calibration system will be in-
stalled in the LAr1-ND detector [124], which is part of the Short Baseline Neutrino
Program at Fermilab [125]. All know-how gained during this thesis has greatly
influenced the proposed design. Further ahead lies the construction of DUNE, a
massive (40 kt) LArTPC [126] for long baseline neutrino oscillation studies. Although
the build up of space charge is significantly reduced due to the detector’s under-
ground location, a UV laser calibration system is planned to map electric field
distortions stemming from deformations of the field shaping structure. Further-
more, the UV laser calibration system is the only way to introduce a well-defined
ionization signal in a LArTPC, enabling tests of the detector’s integrity. This feature
is particularly valuable if low event rates (signal and background) are expected.
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S I M U L AT E D D I S P L A C E M E N T

Here additional figures displaying the used displacement distribution are shown,
for details see Section 6.6. Additional slices in the z-y (Figure A.1, Figure A.2 and
Figure A.3) and x-z (Figure A.4) are shown for different positions of the third
coordinate.
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Figure A.1: Simulated displacement (zy-slices) at z = 50 cm
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Figure A.2: Simulated displacement (zy-slices) at z = 128 cm
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Figure A.3: Simulated displacement (zy-slices) at z = 226 cm
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Figure A.4: Displacements for the xz-plane in the three spatial dimensions (rows) with
increasing slice position in z (columns).
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R E C O N S T R U C T E D E L E C T R I C F I E L D

This chapter contains additional graphs depicting the reconstruced electric field
using laser data.
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Figure B.1: Distortions relative to the nominal electric field E0 in three spatial directions
for a slice at y = 67 cm in the z− x-plane.
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Figure B.2: Distortions relative to the nominal electric field E0 in three spatial directions
for a slice at y = −67 cm in the z− x-plane.



C
S I M U L AT I O N D ATA

In the following additional data representations for the verification stage (Sec-
tion 6.6) are presented.

Figure C.1 depicts the residuals for individual tracks in the x and y coordinate
for the toy simulation per laser system. Different colors indicate varying polar (in
the ∆x) and azimuth (in the ∆y) angles. A total of 1000 tracks are accumulated
in this data set. In the same fashion, Figure C.2 the top, bottom or cathode of the
detector. shows the residuals per laser system for the full laser simulation.

Figure C.3 depicts the residual distributions for the toy dataset, with colors indi-
cating different sections of the detector, in (a) slices along x (front, center and back)
and in (b) slices in y (top, middle, bottom) are selected.

Figure C.4 shows the distribution of the magnitudes of the residual ~xres =

~xtrue − ~xreco for all grid points (where the reconstruction was possible). In the
three sub-figures the contributions from different regions are indicated (see cap-
tion for details). The standard deviation for the total distribution (dashed line) is
σres = 0.6 cm.

Figure C.5 shows the distribution of the magnitudes of the residual for each
spatial coordinate, in this case for the full laser simulation. Colors again indicate
different regions of the detector, see caption of Figure C.4 for a description of the
three regions.
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Figure C.1: ∆x and ∆y track residuals for the toy simulation relative to the true laser in-
formation along the z coordinate. For the upstream (a) and downstream (b)
laser system. Different colors indicate the polar and azimuth angle. Different
lengths of the tracks arise from beams hitting the top, bottom or cathode of the
detector.
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(a)

(b)

Figure C.2: ∆x and ∆y track residuals for the full simulation relative to the true laser in-
formation along the z coordinate. For the upstream (a) and downstream (b)
laser system. Different colors indicate the polar and azimuth angle. Different
lengths of the tracks arise from beams hitting the top, bottom or cathode of the
detector.
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Figure C.3: Residual (~xtrue −~xreco) distribution for each spatial dimension for the toy simu-
lation. The three colors indicate contributions from different regions in the de-
tector. In (a) blue corresponds to regions on the front end x < 50 cm, orange on
the back end x > 206 cm and green the middle part where 50 cm < x < 206 cm.
In (b) blue corresponds to regions on the top y < 78 cm, orange on the bottom
y > −78 cm and green the central part where −78 cm < y < 78 cm.
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Figure C.5: Residual (~xtrue −~xreco) distribution for each spatial dimension for the full laser
simulation. For the three regions described in Figure C.4.
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C R O S S D I S TA N C E D I S T R I B U T I O N S

This chapter holds additional information about the cross distance calculations
described in Section 6.7.

data offset range figure

set x [cm] y [cm] z [cm] ` [] Œ []

Toy −1–1 −1–1 0 0 0 Figure D.1

Toy −1–1 0 −1–1 0 0 Figure D.2

Toy 0 −1–1 −1–1 0 0 Figure D.3

Toy −2–2 −2–2 0 +0.1 0 Figure D.4

Toy −2–2 −2–2 0 -0.1 0 Figure D.1

Toy −2–2 −2–2 0 0 +0.1 Figure D.1

Toy −2–2 −2–2 0 0 -0.1 Figure D.1

Toy 0 0 0 −0.5–0.5 −0.5–0.5 Figure D.1

Table D.1: Summary table of cross distance distributions, their associate offset ranges and
figures.
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E
T I M E E V O L U T I O N

This chapter contains additional figures displaying the temporal fluctuations on a
constant ionization track, generated by the laser being fired at a constant direction.
For a detailed discussion see Section 6.8. In Figure E.1 a 3D plot is showing the
variation of the peak location over time, in the plane the wire number is converted
to a z-location using the known wire spacing, the sample time in s is the other
dimension in the plane. The third coordinate is used to display the deviation from
the mean peak location (defined and determined earlier). The maximum found
deviation from the mean peak location is 12 µs at z = 250 cm and after a time of
3200 s. This corresponds to 1.38 cm assuming the nominal MicroBooNE drift field.
In Figure E.2 the region with the maximum peak is enhanced. Following the peaks
time evolution along z = 250 cm on can estimate the fluctuations period to be of
the order of 1500 s or roughly 30 min. In addition to the variation in time, a scale
for the corresponding spatial displacement (assuming the nominal drift speed) is
given. Furthermore, the variation in time is converted to a relative variation of the
nominal electric field under the assumption of a local linear drift speed relation.
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Figure E.1: Temporal evolution of the displacement. The color scale indicates the fluctua-
tion in time, in distance (assuming the nominal drift field) or the variation of
the nominal field (E0).
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Figure E.2: Enlarged view of the temporal evolution of the displacement. The color scale
indicates the fluctuation in time, in distance (assuming the nominal drift field)
or the variation of the nominal field (E0).
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